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Abstract
The Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers（JSPU）has compiled an English version of the updated third edition of the
Guidelines for the Prevention and Management of Pressure Ulcers. The guidelines set forth here include a collection and
discussion of medical issues specific to Japan as well as new evidence from research conducted abroad. Clinical questions
（CQs）and their analyses were organized in the order of treatment followed by prevention: topical agents, dressings,
surgical intervention, general management, rehabilitation, risk assessment, skin assessment, skin care, repositioning,
support surfaces, patient education, outcome management, and QOL/pain. Each recommendation was assigned one of five
ratings（A, B, C1, C2 and D）.A CQ discussing the so-calledXwrap therapyYused in Japan was also included. As a new
approach, algorithms and flow-charts were prepared for each topic. The present guidelines provide the best and most
comprehensive recommendations currently available to health care professionals worldwide.

Introduction
1．Background
In 2005, the Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers
publishedXGuidelines for Local Treatment of Press1）
ure UlcersY and followed this in 2009 by a revised
edition,X Guideline for Prevention and Management
2）
of Pressure Ulcers . The current guidelines represent the culmination of an effort headed by the Fourth
Academic Education Committee to present an up-todate set of guidelines in article format incorporating
new evidence collected since the publication of the
last edition. In addition to these new guidelines, a
handbook designed for quick reference, containing
photographs and diagrams to facilitate the prevention
and management of pressure ulcers, has been
published.
While Europe and North America jointly published
NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines for pressure ulcers in
3）
2009 , the guidelines set forth here were designed
with due consideration of medical issues specific to
Japan. This fact, together with the volume and quality
of the data gathered, as well as the recommendation

4）A journal-style format consisting of discussion of
treatment followed by that of prevention.
5）Inclusion of algorithms and flow-charts.
2．Purpose and Scope
The purpose of the present guidelines is to provide
the best and most comprehensive recommendations
possible, based on the most recent and reliable
evidence, for the treatment of pressure ulcers for the
benefit of the full range of health care professionals
who are in any way involved in the management and
prevention of this condition. Crucially, the recommendations offered in the guidelines have been
formulated with a view to addressing the special
needs of such health care professionals in their
respective clinical settings and to helping them to
make the best clinical decisions possible in their
circumstances.
It should be noted that while these guidelines aim to
be comprehensive in their scope, they are also
designed to maximize the expertise and experience of
the individual health care professional and the
resources available in each particular clinical setting
in order to achieve the best possible outcome for

ratings provided, make the current set of guidelines
fundamentally superior to the latest revised edition in

individual patients and their family or caretakers. By
means of these new guidelines, we hope to set a new

terms of clinical utility.
Special attention was paid to a number of issues in
the compilation of the new guidelines, including the
following:

and higher standard for pressure ulcer care in Japan
through improvements in the quality of pressure
ulcer prevention and management, as well as in the
better guidance which health care professionals will

1）The addition of new Clinical Questions（CQs）.
2）The inclusion of CQs reflecting the latest medical issues and the recommendations tailored specifically to the conditions of clinical practice.
3 ）The inclusion of a CQ on the so-calledX wrap
therapyYused in Japan.

be able to offer patients and their families.
3．Guideline Developers
The present guidelines are the result of a collaborative effort between members of the Fourth Academic
Education Committee of the Japanese Society of
Pressure Ulcers（see list of authors）,and incorporate
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some of the aims and contents of theXGuidelines for
1）
Local Treatment of Pressure Ulcers Y （ first ed.,
2005 ）and theX Guideline for Prevention and Man2）
agement of Pressure Ulcers （Second edition, 2009）.
A list of those who participated in the development of
these past editions is presented below, by way of
acknowledging their valuable efforts.
1）
First Edition（2005）
Yoshiki Miyachi（ Chairperson ）, Hiromi Sanada
（Vice Chairperson）
, Junko Sugama, Takao Tachibana,
Motonari Fukui, Katsunori Furuta, Toshiko Kaitani,
Keiko Tokunaga, Toshio Nakajo, Yoshio Mino, Takehiko Oura, Hiroaki Oka, Masahiro Tachi, Toru Fujii,
Takahiko Moriguchi, Takeo Nakayama, Takashi
Nagase, Masaharu Sugimoto, Masami Hidaka.
2）
Second Edition（2009）
Masutaka Furue（ Chairperson ）, Hiromi Sanada
（ Vice Chairperson ）
, Takao Tachibana, Takafumi
Kadono, Toshiko Kaitani, Hiroaki Oka, Takashi
Nagase, Masahiro Tachi, Takeo Nakayama Makiko
Tanaka, Mayumi Okuwa, Junko Sugama, Noriko
Matsui, Yukie Kitayama, Keiko Tokunaga, Kayoko
Adachi, Shingo Okada, Masami Hidaka, Hideyuki
Hirose, Chizuko Konya.
4．Method
1）Sources of Evidence
The databases used to assemble relevant information were MEDLINE（ Pubmed ）
, Ichushi online
database, CINAHL, and ALL EBM Reviews which
include the Cochrane Database Systematic Reviews,
ACP Journal Club, Database of Abstracts of Reviews
of Effect（DARE）and Cochrane Central Register of
Controlled Trials（ CCTR ）. The information was
sourced from various other relevant guidelines, as
well as data assembled by individual contributors.
This information was assembled from January, 1980
to June, 2011. Systematic reviews and clinical trials,
especially randomized clinical trials, were prioritized.
When these sources were unavailable, observational
studies such as cohort studies and case-control studies
were collected. In the event that the latter were
unavailable, the range of acceptable sources was
expanded to include case series. As a rule, evidence
dealing chiefly with the outcome index was prioritized; however, for the Clinical Questions dealing with
nursing, evidence focusing on QOL as the chief
outcome measure was also used. Animal studies and
basic research was not included. As a rule, medical

equipment, materials, topical medications, and dressings mentioned in the present guidelines are
obtainable in Japan. If any are unavailable in Japan,
this fact has been duly noted.
2）Evidence level and recommendation rating
The criteria for determining the evidence levels and
ratings for recommendation of the present guidelines
were formulated with reference to the Japanese
5）
Guidelines for the Management of Stroke 2009, the
Minds Reference Guide 2007 for Writing Clinical
4）
Practice Guidelines, and Clinical Practice Guidelines
6）
for Skin Cancer .
（1）Classification of Evidence Levels
Ⅰ：Systematic reviews/ meta-analyses
ⅰ）Randomized controlled trials only
ⅱ）Randomized controlled trials, cohort studies, case-control studies
ⅲ）Sources not including i）and ii）
Ⅱ：Randomized controlled trials
Ⅲ：Non-randomized controlled trials
（Including historical controlled trials,* and selfcontrolled studies）
Ⅳ：Analytical epidemiological research（in cohort
studies and case-control studies）
（Includes retrospective cohort studies, historical controlled studies,**time series analyses, selfcontrolled studies）
Ⅴ : Descriptive studies（case reports and case series）
（Including non-controlled intervention studies
and cross-sectional studies）
Ⅵ : Expert opinion of specialist committees or
indivi-duals. Not based on patient data.
The evidence levels of each guideline used to
determine the recommendation ratings have not been
described.
*An historical controlled trial is a form of intervention study done in order to test the efficacy of a new
form of treatment, and requires approval by the ethics
committee of the relevant institution before it is
performed. Unlike the randomized controlled study in
which subjects are divided into a randomized
intervention group and the control group, and the
outcomes for each group are compared, the historical
controlled trial examines cases which were observed
at some time in the past for a comparison of their
treatment outcomes with those of the intervention
group receiving a new treatment.
**An historical controlled study, like the historical
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controlled trial, examines cases which were observed
at some time in the past for comparison with an
intervention group receiving a new form of treatment.
However, it differs from the historical controlled trail
in that it is a form of observational study conducted as
a part of daily consultation rather than an intervention
study conducted for the purposes of testing a new
form of treatment.
（2）Recommendation Ratings
Ａ：Strongly recommended because supported
by adequate evidence.
Ｂ：Recommended because supported by some
evidence
C1：May be considered because supported by
limited evidence
C2：Not recommended because no supporting
evidence found
Ｄ：Not recommended because of invalid or

dealing with injuries and cutaneous ulcers as well. In
such cases, however, the strength of the recommendation was accordingly lowered.
The endorsement of the guideline committee was
required for inclusion into the guidelines of treatments which earned the rating C1, insofar as such
treatments were deemed valuable for clinical practice,
even if they lacked sufficient evidence.
5．Funding and Conflict of Interest
Funding for the compilation of the present guidelines was provided entirely by the Japanese Society of
Pressure Ulcers and does not derive in any part from
other organizations or industries. Further, the content
of each rating was decided by a vote of the guideline
revision committee. If any member of the guideline
revision committee was found to have a conflict of

possibly harmful findings
e
* Evidence fis defined as the findings of clinical
trials and epidemiological research.
（3）Criteria for Determining Recommendation Rating
The criteria for determining the recommendation
ratings have been carried over from the previous
1, 2）
editions A rating of A therefore requires one Level I
or high quality Level II source of evidentiary support.
However, any systematic review not dealing exclusively with randomized controlled trials weakens the
strength of the rating. A rating of B requires at least
one source of inferior quality Level II or high quality

interest in connection with any item, he or she was
asked to abstain from voting on the item in question.
6．Definition of Terms
The definition of the terms used in the present
guidelines conforms to that laid down by the
Technical Definitions Committee of the Japanese
Society of Pressure Ulcers. A separate set of terms
was prepared herein for use with the DESIGN and
DESIGN-R scales published by the Japanese Society of
Pressure Ulcers to reflect the unique history and
development of this project.
7．Peer Reviews and Plans for Future Revisions
The present guidelines were made possible by the
contributions and peer reviews of numerous members

Level III evidence, or failing this, an extremely high
quality source of Level IV evidence. However,
randomized controlled trials with small numbers of
subjects and industry sponsorship earn a lower rating.

of the guideline revision committee and based on the
unanimous approval of all of the members, arrived at
through the process of debate and discussion. During
this process, feedback from other members of the

A rating of C1 requires an inferior Level II-IV, or a
high quality Level V, source of evidence, or alterna-

Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers was sought at
two symposia held by the Society. Members were also

tively a Level VI evidence source endorsed by the
committee. A rating of C2 is based on sources lacking
valid evidence, or providing invalid evidence, while a
rating of D is based on high-quality sources with

encouraged to submit their opinions via the Societyf
s
website.
The present guidelines will be revised under the
leadership of the Academic Education Committee of

invalid or harmful findings.
The commentary and recommendations in guide-

the Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers at intervals of
every several years.

lines published outside Japan were referred to
frequently for their value in helping us to establish the
criteria for determining the ratings presented here.
In some of the CQs for which there was a paucity of
evidence relating directly to pressure ulcers, the

1 ）Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers: Guideline for

range of sources was broadened to include those

2 ）Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers: Guideline for

References
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From DESGIN to DESIGN-R
In 2002, the Academic Education Committee of the
Japanese Society of Pressure Ulcers announced the
DESIGN（Depth, Exudate, Size, Inflammation/Infection and Necrosis）scale in answer to needs: namely,
first, the need for a means of assessing pressure ulcers
according to severity, and second, for a means of
quantifying aspects of the treatment process in terms
of the wound parameters of depth, exudate, size,
inflammation/infection, granulation, and necrosis.
Although scales with similar purposes, such as the
1）
Bates-Jansenf
s Pressure Sore Status Tool（PSST） ,
2）
NPUAPf
s Pressure Ulcer Scale for Healing（PUSH） ,
and Ohura f
s Assessment of Pressure Ulcer-Healing
3）
Process（PUHP） have already been put to practical
use, each scale presents some difficulties which
DESIGN attempts to address. DESIGN was developed
on the basis of expert opinion and incorporates four
features, namely, its ability to: 1）quantify severity of
pressure ulcers and the healing process 2）monitor
intervention in term of each of the parameters
mentioned above and changes in wound surface 3 ）
provide a standard and convenient tool for use in the
clinical setting and 4）be compatible with international standards for care and intervention.
In order for such a scale to be readily accepted, it
was necessary to test its inter-rater reliability, content
validity, construct validity, concurrent validity and
predictive validity. When DESIGN was developed,

testing of its predictive validity was omitted

5−8）

with
the result that questions were raised as to its fitness to
quantitate the severity of patients fconditions,
although there was no question as to its ability to
assess changes in the condition of individual cases.
Thus with a view to realizing a scale which would
enable the health care professional not only to
evaluate pressure ulcer progression but also predict
its severity reliably and accurately, revision of the
scale was begun in 2005. Since DESIGN had already
been widely used clinically, some preconditions were
called for, that is, the seven parameters measured by
DESIGN-P（P indicatesepocketforeunderminingf
）were to remain unaltered. In order to make this
feasible, first, a large-scale（2598 cases）retrospective
case-series study was conducted, followed by a
prospective case-series study with 1003 cases. For
each study, a large number of subjects were enrolled
in both the healing and non-healing groups using the
Cox hazard analysis.
As a result, the parameters were ranked according
to their weight as follows: pocket, size, inflammation/
infection, granulation tissue, exudates, and necrosis. A
positive correlation was found among these parameters, excluding inflammation/infection, where a
higher degree of severity was accompanied by a
9−11）
. In
higher weighting of the individual parameters
terms of background information, a comparatively
large number of aged persons were enrolled. The
facilities examined were mostly university hospitals
and the number of home care settings was small.
However, when Cox hazard analysis was conducted
using these factors as adjusted variables, there was no
change in weighting, demonstrating that the bias in
terms of the age and types of institution had no effect
9）

on the scalef
s weighting.
In order to make the statistically calculated
weightings more convenient for clinical use, the
weighted values were simplified to be multiples of 3.
Comparison of the weightings before and after their
simplification showed that correlation was high at 0.
991 while also affirming that the procedure did not
influence severity evaluation. Finally, the depth
parameter values were found to be unrelated to the
weighted values but rather to reflect the status of the
pressure ulcer. For this reason it was not included in
the total score. In order to draw attention to the fact
that weighting had been added as a novel feature, the
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name of the scale was changed from DESIGN to
DESIGN-R witheRfstanding forerating.fIn 2008

Education Committee of the Japanese Society of

DESIGN-R was published and has since been widely
used throughout the Japan as a pressure ulcer
assessment scale with acceptable predictive validity.

DESIGN-R total score can predict pressure ulcer

Pressure Ulcers. Clinical wound assessment using
healing: pooled analysis from two multicenter cohort
studies. Wound Repair Regen, 19（5）
: 559-567, 2011.
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The decision tree（Fig. 1）illustrates the process
by which procedures for the prevention and/or
management of pressure ulcers in the target population may be designed.
First, subjects are given a general physical examination and their risk of developing pressure ulcers
is assessed. In cases in which there is no risk of
developing pressure ulcers, the condition of the
subject continues to be monitored regularly. In cases
where there is risk of developing pressure ulcers, local
inspection of the skin is performed and the presence
or absence of pressure ulcers is confirmed. In the
absence of pressure ulcers, a suitable regimen of
preventive care（ Fig. 6 ）or general care（ Fig. 4 ）
may be designed and implemented. If a pressure ulcer
is found, Fig. 7 or 5 may be consulted in order to
design an effective care regimen for treatment. Fig. 2
and 3 may be also consulted in order to determine the
most suitable treatment modality, such as conservative treatment or surgical intervention. Following
successful implementation of this phase of patient
care, risk of further occurrence（ or recurrence ）of
pressure ulcers, the patientf
s general physical condition, and state of existing pressure ulcers may be
assessed as appropriate.

10）Matsui Y, Furue M, Sanada H, et al : Development of

Table of Clinical Questions（CQ）s and

the DESIGN-R with an observational study: an

Accompanying Recommendations

absolute evaluation tool for monitoring pressure ulcer
wound healing. Wound Repair Regen, 19（ 3 ）
: 309315, 2011.

Clinical questions（CQ）s and their accompanying
recommendations are shown in Table 1〜13.

11 ）Sanada H, Iizaka S, Matsui Y, et al : Scientific
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Fig. 1 Algorithm illustrating options for prevention and management of pressure ulcers
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Table 1
Clinical Question

Topical agents

Rating

Recommendation

CQ 1.1

Which topical agents are recommended to
treat acute pressure ulcers?

C1

Oleaginous preparations such as zinc oxide, dimethyl isopropylazulene,
white petrolatum, with a high degree of efficacy in protecting wound
surfaces, and silver sulfadiazine may be considered.

CQ 1.2

Which topical agents are indicated in cases
with suspected deep tissue injury(DTI)?

C1

Close monitoring of the wound is important. Oleaginous preparations such
as zinc oxide, dimethyl isopropylazulene and white petrolatum may be
considered.

CQ 1.3

Which topical agents are recommended for
cases involving redness/purpura?

C1

It is important in cases of redness/purpura to protect the wound surfaces.
Dimethylisopropylazulene and white petrolatum may be used for this
purpose.

CQ 1.4

Which topical agents are recommended for
cases involving blistering?

C1

White petrolatum or zinc oxide may be used to protect the wound surface.

CQ 1.5

Which topical agents are recommended to
treat erosions and shallow ulcers?

C1

Zinc oxide or dimethyl isopropylazulene may be used. Alprostadil alfadex,
bucladesine sodium, or lysozyme hydrochloride may also be used to
promote re-epithelialization.

CQ 1.6

Are topical agents recommended if pain
accompanies the pressure ulcer?

C2

There is no evidence supporting the use of topical agents to alleviate pain.

B

CQ 1.7

Which topical agents are recommended for
pressure ulcers with excessive exudate?

Cadexomer-iodine and povidone-iodine sugar are both highly absorbant
and are recommended for pressure ulcers with excessive exudate.

C1

Dextranomer and iodine ointment may be considered.

CQ 1.8

Which topical agents are recommended in
pressure ulcers with minimal exudate?

C1

Ointments with emulsion bases are preferred. Silver sulfadiazine may be
considered to treat infected wounds while tretinoin tocoferil may be
considered to treat uninfected wounds.

CQ 1.9

How should a pressure ulcer be cleaned?

C1

Cleanse the pressure ulcer using isotonic saline or tap water in sufficient
quantities to reduce the microbial count on the wound surface.

C1

Wound cleansing is usually adequate to prevent infection. However, if the
wound is clearly infected or if there is excessive exudate or pus, the wound
may be disinfected using antiseptics prior to cleansing.

B

Cadexomer-iodine, silver sulfadiazine, and povidone-iodine sugar are
recommended for their ability to control infections.

C1

Fradiomycin sulfate-trypsin, povidone-iodine, iodine ointment, and iodoform gauze may be considered.

B

Aluminium chlorohydroxy allantoinate, trafermin, tretinoin tocoferil and
povidone-iodine sugar, all of which are known to accelerate granulation
formation, are recommended.

C1

Alprostadil alfadex, bucladesine sodium, or lysozyme hydrochloride may
be considered.

C1

Topical medications with an anti-microbial properties, such as cadexomeriodine ointment, povidone-iodine sugar, iodine ointment, or silver sulfadiazine may be used.

B

Alprostadil alfadex, aluminum chlorohydroxy allantoinate, trafermin,
bucladesine sodium, and povidone-iodine sugar are recommended.

C1

Zinc oxides, dimethyl isopropylazulene, extract from hemolyzed blood of
young calves, and lysozyme hydrochloride may be used.

CQ 1.10 How should pressure ulcers be disinfected?

Which topical agents are recommended for
CQ 1.11 pressure ulcers accompanied by infection and
inflammation?

Which topical agents are recommended to
CQ 1.12 accelerate granulation formation in pressure
ulcers with deficient granulation formation?
Which topical agents are recommended in
CQ 1.13 pressure ulcers with deficient granulation
formation and suspected critical colonization?
Which topical agents are recommended for
CQ 1.14 wound reduction in pressure ulcers with
sufficient granulation formation?
CQ1.15

Which topical agents are recommended if
necrotic tissue is observed?

C1

Cadexomer-iodine, silver sulfadiazine, dextranomer, bromelain or
povidone-iodine sugar may be considered.

CQ 1.16

Which topical agents are recommended when
undermining has occurred?

C1

If the undermining is covered by necrotic tissue, the wound surfaces
should first be cleaned. Also, if there is excessive exudate, povidone iodinesugar may be used. If the amount of exudation is minimal, consider using
trafermin or tretinoin tocoferil.
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Table 2

Dressings

Rating

Recommendation

CQ2.1

Which dressings are recommended to
treat acute pressure ulcers?

C1

In order to protect the wound surface while allowing daily monitoring of the condition,
transparent film dressings or dressings designed to treat dermal wounds may be used.

CQ 2.2

Which dressings are indicated in
pressure ulcers with suspected deep
tissue injury(DTI)?

C1

In order to protect the wound surface while allowing daily monitoring of the condition,
either transparent film dressings or dressings designed to treat dermal wounds may be
considered.

CQ 2.3

Which dressings are recommended
for pressure ulcers involving redness/purpura?

C1

In order to protect the wound surface while allowing daily monitoring of the condition,
either film dressings or dressings designed to treat transparent dermal wounds may be
considered.

CQ 2.4

Which dressings are recommended
for cases involving blistering?

C1

While leaving the blisters intact, consider using a transparent film dressing to protect the
wound surface. A dressing for dermal wounds that allows observation may also be
considered.

B

A health insurance-covered hydrocolloid dressing used to treat dermal wounds is
recommended. A hydrocolloid dressing used to treat subcutaneous wounds is also an
option, but is not covered by health insurance.

C1

Health insurance-covered dressings designed to treat dermal wounds, such as hydrogel,
polyurethane foam sheets, alginate foam dressing, and chitin membrane may be
considered. Dressings designed to treat subcutaneous wounds, such as hydrogel,
hydropolymer, polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/soft silicone, alginate, and chitin
membrane can also be employed with equal effect, but are not covered by health
insurance.

C1

Dressings cannot remove pain but can lessen it by protecting the wound surface and
maintaining a moist environment conducive to wound healing. When changing dressings,
perform adequate pain assessment and apply a hydrocolloid, polyurethane foam,
polyurethane foam/soft silicone, Hydrofiber®, chitin membrane, or hydrogel.

B

Recommend using polyurethane foam dressings, which can absorb excess exudates.

C1

Dressings normally used for subcutaneous wounds as well as dressings used to treat
deeper wounds involving muscle and bone, such as alginate/CMC, polyurethane foam/soft
silicone dressings, alginate, alginate foam, chitin membrane, Hydrofiber®, or hydropolymer
dressings, may be applied.

B

Using a hydrocolloid dressing is recommended.

C1

Using a hydrogel may be considered.

C1

Consider using topical agents to suppress infection. Alternatively, silver-containing
Hydrofiber® or alginate silver may be used.

C2

Alginate is sometimes used to dress wounds with excessive exudates because of its
superior absorptive ability, but cannot be recommended here due to its inability to
suppress infection.

Which dressings are recommended
for promoting granulation tissue
CQ 2.10
formation in pressure ulcers where it
is deficient?

C1

Alginate, hydrocolloid, hydropolymer, polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/soft silicone,
chitin membrane and Hydrofiber® may be considered.

Which dressings are recommended in
pressure ulcers with deficient graCQ 2.11
nulation tissue formation and suspected critical colonization?

C1

Consider using silver-containing Hydrofiber® or alginate silver.

B

Using silver-containing Hydrofiber®, alginate silver, or alginate is recommended.

C1

Hydrocolloid, hydrogel, hydropolymer, polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/soft
silicone dressing, alginate foam, chitin membrane, Hydrofiber®, alginate/CMC are also
options, depending on the amount of exudate present.

Clinical Question

CQ 2.5

Which dressings are recommended
for treating erosions or shallow
ulcers?

CQ 2.6

Which dressings are recommended
for pressure ulcers involving pain?

CQ 2.7

Which dressings are recommended in
pressure ulcers with excessive exudate?

CQ 2.8

CQ 2.9

Which dressings are recommended
for pressure ulcers with minimal
amounts of exudates?

Which dressings are recommended
for infected and inflamed pressure
ulcers?

Which dressings are recommended to
promote the reduction of the size of
CQ 2.12
wounds with adequate/normal granulation tissue formation?
CQ 2.13

Which dressings are recommended
when necrotic tissue is present?

C1

If surgical debridement or topical agents capable of removing necrotic tissue are
unavailable, hydrogel may be considered.

CQ 2.14

Which dressings are recommended if
undermining is found?

C1

If necrotic tissue is present within the undermining, first remove this through lavation. If
the amount of exudate is excessive, consider using alginate, silver-containing Hydrofiber®,
or alginate silver.

C1

Wrap dressings can be considered for use whenever medically approved dressings are
unavailable or difficult to obtain on a continual basis, such as in a home based medical care.
However, use of the wrap dressing should be supervised by a physician with an adequate
knowledge of pressure ulcer care and only after the patients and their family have been
instructed in the procedure and given their consent.
e
* Wrap dressing fis a dressing technique of covering wounds with non-medically
approved(unsterilized)and non-adhesive commercially available plastic wrap.

CQ 2.15

Is the so-calledewrap dressingf
* effective in treating pressure ulcers?
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Table 3
Clinical Question

Surgical Intervention

Rating

Recommendation

C1

Surgical debridement may be conducted if there is evidence of pus, foul
odor, or osteomyelitis accompanying the infection.

C1

Surgical debridement may be considered when a clear line of demarcation
between necrotic and healthy tissue is visible.

C1

Surgical debridement is considered when preexisting infection has been
brought under control.

C1

Surgical incision or debridement may be considered for treating
undermining which fails to respond to more conservative treatments.

C1

Conservative treatments are the preferred option, but surgical debridement may be performed when infection/inflammatory signs are under
control.

C1

Surgical debridement may be considered for patients with a D3 or D4
pressure ulcer.

C1

Surgical debridement may be considered according to the location of the
infected pressure ulcer, the volume and extent of the necrotic tissue, the
blood supply to the surrounding tissue, and the patient's level of pain
tolerance.

C1

Reconstructive surgery may be considered for D3~D4 pressure ulcers that
do not respond to conservative treatment.

C1

Surgical reconstruction may be considered for ulcers showing a nonadvancing edge and scar formation.

C1

Reconstructive flap surgery following sequestration may be considered as
a therapeutic option for osteomyelitis in pressure ulcers.

CQ 3.6

Which reconstructive surgical procedure is
considered especially effective for pressure
ulcers?

C1

There are numerous options for reconstructive surgery for pressure
ulcers, but insufficient evidence on the outcome of any of these procedures.
For this reason, no single surgical procedure can be recommended as
applicable to all cases.

CQ3.7

What kind of physiotherapy is recommended
for pressure ulcers with low amounts of
granulation tissue?

C1

Negative pressure wound therapy（NPWT）may be considered for the
treatment of wounds following debridement of infectious or necrotic tissue.

CQ3.1

Is surgical debridement indicated when signs
of infection/inflammation of the pressure
ulcer are present?

CQ3.2

What is the optimal timing for the surgical
debridement of necrotic tissue in pressure
ulcers?

CQ 3.3

CQ3.4

CQ3.5

Is surgical incision or debridement recommended if undermining is present?

When is surgical debridement indicated?

When is reconstructive surgery indicated?
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Table 4

General management

Clinical Question

Recommendation

CQ4.1

Which underlying medical conditions may
entail the risk of leading to pressure ulcers?

C1

Pelvic fractures, diabetes mellitus, cerebro-vascular diseases,
and spinal cord injuries potentially lead to pressure ulcer
formation due to patient immobility.

CQ4.2

What form of nutritional intervention is
recommended for the prevention of pressure ulcers in malnourished patients?

B

For patients suffering from protein-energy malnutrition
（PEM）,using a enhanced energy and protein supplement after
due consideration of any underlying conditions is recommended.

CQ4.3

How should patients incapable of oral intake
of nutrition and hydration be fed?

C1

Consider supplying the required nutrition by enteral tubefeeding. When this is not possible, consider parenteral feeding.

C1

In the absence of inflammation or dehydration, serum albumin
levels may be used.

C1

Rate of weight loss may be considered for use.

C1

Consider using the rate of food intake or the amount of food
consumption as an index.

C1

Consider using Subjective Global Assessment（SGA）
.

C1

Mini Nutritional Assessment（ MNA ）may be used with
elderly patients.

C1

If physical examination findings or test results indicate
advancing cellulitis and osteomyelitis, necrotizing fasciitis,
bacteremia, or sepsis, consider administering systemic antibiotics. If only symptoms of local infection are found, administration
of systemic antibiotics need not be considered.

Preventive
general
management

CQ4.4

General
management after
occurrence

Rating

What indices can be used to assess the level
of malnutrition as a risk factor for pressure
ulcers?

CQ4.5

When is the systemic administration of
antibiotics（antimicrobials）indicated in patients with an infected pressure ulcer?

CQ4.6

Which antibiotics（ antimicrobials ）are recommended for treating infection?

C1

Consider using empiric antibiotics to suspected pathogens
common in clinical settings. Reconsider using more specific
antibiotics to pathogens by referring the results of susceptibility
testing.

CQ4.7

Which underlying conditions may pose a
risk of prolonging the healing of pressure
ulcers?

C1

Malignant tumors and cardiovascular diseases should be
considered as factors which may prolong the healing of pressure
ulcers.

CQ4.8

Should a nutritional screening and assessment be performed for pressure ulcer
patients?

C1

A nutritional screening and assessment and nutritional
intervention may be considered if required.

B

In order to ensure adequate energy for healing of pressure
ulcers, recommend providing patients with 1.5 times the basal
energy expenditure（BEE）
.

B

Recommend providing additional protein as required.

Should the diet of pressure ulcer patients be
supplemented with any specific nutrients?

C1

Patients fdiet may be supplemented with zinc, arginine, and
ascorbic acid to prevent deficiencies of these nutrients.

Should a registered dietician or multidisciCQ4.11 plinary nutritional team participate in the
care of pressure ulcer patients?

C1

Participation by a registered dietician or multidisciplinary
nutrition support team in the care of pressure ulcer patients
may be recommended.

Should body weight be used as a means of
CQ4.12 assessing the efficacy of nutritional supplementation in pressure ulcer patients?

B

Recommend using body weight as a means of assessing the
effectiveness of nutritional supplementation if edema or
dehydration can be ruled out.

CQ4.9

CQ4.10

How much nutrition in general should be
provided to pressure ulcer patients?
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Table 5 Rehabilitation
Clinical Question
Risk
assessment

Preventive
care

Care after
occurrence

Conservative
treatment

Rating

Recommendation

CQ 5.1

Which factors account for pressure ulcer
development in chronic spinal cord injury
patients?

B

For patients with a history of pressure ulcers, vigilance is
recommended to prevent recurrence.

CQ 5.2

Which methods are effective for preventing
pressure ulcer development in spinal cord
injury patients?

C1

Conducting rehabilitation while monitoring interface
pressure may be considered.

CQ5.3

What type of cushion should be used with
elderly patients in a seated position to prevent
pressure ulcers?

B

A pressure-redistributing seat cushion for individuals
with spinal cord injury is recommended to prevent
pressure ulcer development while seated.

CQ5.4

Should limitations be set on the length of time
in which the individual remains continuously
seated?

B

Limitations on sitting time should be set if the elderly
individual is unable to reposition without assistance.

CQ5.5

At what intervals should the seated individual
be repositioned?

C1

Repositioning every 15 min is recommended for seated
individuals who are capable of changing their body
position without assistance.

CQ5.6

Should the individualf
s posture while seated be
considered?

C1

The alignment and balance of the seated individual f
s
body should be considered.

CQ5.7

Should donut-type devices be used?

D

Donut-type devices are not recommended.

CQ5.8

What kind of physical modality can be used to
treat muscular atrophy?

C1

Consider using electric stimulation therapy.

CQ5.9

What kind of therapeutic exercise can be used
to treat joint contracture?

C1

Consider using passive range of motion exercises.

CQ5.10

Should tissue overlying bony prominences be
massaged?

D

Massaging areas covering bony prominences is not
recommended.

CQ5.11

How can daily use of the wheelchair by patients
with shallow pressure ulcers be facilitated?

C1

A suitable sitting posture, an appropriate support
cushion, and limitation on sitting time may be considered.

CQ5.12

What kind of physical modality can be used for
patients with infected pressure ulcers?

C1

Hydrotherapy may be considered.

CQ5.13

What kind of physical modality can be used for
pressure ulcers containing necrotic tissue?

C1

Consider hydrotherapy or pulsatile lavage with or
without suction.

B

Implementing electrical stimulation therapy is recommended.

C1

Near infrared therapy, ultrasonic therapy, or electromagnetic therapy may be considered.

CQ5.14

What kind of physical modality can be used to
promote wound reduction?

Table 6
Clinical Question

Risk assessment
Rating

Recommendation

CQ6.1

Is risk assessment effective in predicting the development of pressure ulcers?

B

Use of risk assessment scales is recommended for predicting
pressure ulcer development.

CQ6.2

Which risk assessment scale should generally be
used?

B

Use of the Braden Scale is recommended for most situations.

CQ6.3

What method of assessment used for elderly patients?

C1

Assessing the risk factors for pressure ulcer development may be
considered.

Which risk assessment scale is recommended for use
with the elderly?

C1

The OH Scale may be used with bedridden elderly patients.

CQ6.4

C1

The K Scale may be used with bedridden elderly patients in
hospital.

CQ6.5

Which risk assessment scale is recommended for
pediatric patients?

C1

The Braden Q Scale may be considered for risk assessment in
pediatric patients.

CQ6.6

Which risk assessment scale is recommended for
spinal cord injury patients?

C1

The SCIPUS scale may be considered for risk assessment in spinal
cord injury patients.

CQ6.7

Which risk assessment scale is recommended for
subjects in a home-care setting?

C1

A pressure ulcer risk assessment scale specifically designed for
patients in a home care setting may be used.
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Table 7 Skin assessment
Clinical Question

CQ 7.1

CQ7.2

CQ7.3

How can the depth of pressure ulcers
be predicted?

How can redness/d1 stage pressure
ulcer be identified?
Which methods can be used to identify
deep tissue injury（DTI）
?

Rating

Recommendation

C1

The prediction of d1 pressure ulcer prognosis may be based on the presence of
double erythema（graduated redness）away from a bony prominence.

C1

Ultrasonography may be used.

C1

The ABI（ankle brachial index） may be used to predict the depth of pressure
ulcers in the heel region.

C1

The transparent disk method or the finger method may be considered.

C1

Palpate the area to see whether pain, induration, edema, or changes in skin
temperature（warm or cool）are present in comparison with the adjacent tissue.

C1

Consider using ultrasonography.

Table 8

Skin care

Clinical Question

Rating

Recommendation

CQ8.1

What kind of skin care is recommended for patients
suffering from urinary and/or fecal incontinence in
order to prevent development of pressure ulcers?

C1

After cleansing with an appropriate cleansing agent,
skin emollients can be applied to the anal/genital area
and to the peripheral skin.

CQ8.2

What type of preventive skin care is recommended
for use on bony prominences in elderly patients?

B

Transparent film dressings and other dressings with a
low-friction external surface are recommended.

CQ8.3

What kind of skin care is recommended for patients
undergoing surgery in a supine position?

C1

A transparent film dressing can be applied to the
sacral area.

CQ8.4

What kind of skin care is recommended for noninvasive ventilation patients to prevent pressure
ulcer formation at the face mask contact site?

C1

A transparent film dressing or a hydrocolloid dressing
may be used for this purpose.

CQ8.5

How should the skin surrounding a pressure ulcer
be cleansed in order to promote pressure ulcer
healing?

C1

Cleansing with a mildly acidic cleansing agent may be
considered.

CQ8.6

In cases with urinary and/or fecal incontinence,
what kind of skin care is recommended to promote
pressure ulcer healing?

C1

Skin emollients can be applied to the peripheral skin
after cleansing with an appropriate cleansing agent.

Preventive
care

Care after
occurrence

Table 9

Repositioning

Clinical Question
CQ9.1

CQ 9.2
Preventive
care

Care after
occurrence

Rating

Recommendation

C1

Consider repositioning the patient at least every two
hours.

C1

When a visco-elastic foam mattress is being used,
consider repositioning the patient at least every four
hours.

C1

When a double-layer air-cell mattress overlay is being
used, consider repositioning the patient at least every
four hours.

How frequently should the bed bound patient be
repositioned to prevent pressure ulcer?

How frequently should bed bound patient be
repositioned when a support surface is being used?

CQ 9.3

When repositioning bed bound patients, what
positions should be undertaken to avoid pressure
ulcer formation?

C1

A 30- and 90-degree angle for the laterally recumbent
position may be considered.

CQ 9.4

How can patients in intensive care be repositioned
in order to prevent pressure ulcer formation?

C1

The patient may be repositioned in an electric rolling
hospital bed.

CQ 9.5

What positions should be undertaken to promote
healing in patients with pressure ulcers in the
gluteal region?

C1

Any position besides the 30-degree tilted side-lying
position or head-of-bed elevated position may be
undertaken.
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Table 10
Clinical Question
CQ10.1

Should support surfaces be used to
lower the incidence of pressure ulcers?

Which support surface is recomCQ10.2 mended for completely immobile patients?

Which support surface is recomCQ10.3 mended for prevention of pressure
ulcers in elderly individuals?

Which support surfaces are recomCQ10.4 mended for prevention of pressure
ulcers in intensive care patients?

Preventive
care

Which tools, including support surfaces, are effective in preventing the
CQ10.5
development of pressure ulcers during
perioperative periods?

Which support surfaces can be used to
CQ10.6 facilitate care for convalescent patients
in a home-care setting?
Which support surfaces provide the
CQ10.7 greatest comfort both while awake and
sleeping?

CQ10.8

Care after
occurrence

What precautions should be taken
when using foam mattresses?

Which support surfaces are recomCQ10.9 mended for promoting healing in d1, d2,
and D3~D5 pressure ulcers?

Support surfaces
Rating

Recommendation

A

Use of support surfaces is strongly recommended in order to lower
the incidence of pressure ulcers.

B

Recommend using an alternating-pressure air mattress overlay/
replacement.

C1

Consider using a foam mattress replacement.

B

Recommend using a double-layer air-cell mattress.

C1

An alternating-pressure air mattress overlay/ replacement, airfilled mattress overlay, or foam mattress may also be used.

B

Recommend using a low air pressure mattress.

C1

A low-air-loss bed, an alternating-pressure air mattress overlay, or
an air-filled mattress replacement may also be considered.

B

Support surfaces on the operating table are recommended for
patients at risk of developing pressure ulcers.

B

In addition to using support surfaces, visco-elastic pads or gel
applied to the heel area, cubital region, and other areas with bony
prominences is recommended during operations.

C1

During and after operations, an alternating-pressure air mattress
overlays/replacement may be used.

C1

The bead bed system may be used during surgery for patients
undergoing surgery to repair femoral-neck fracture.

C1

Thermoactive viscoelastic foam overlay may be used for patients
who will undergo cardiac surgery.

C1

An automatic turning air mattress may be used.

B

Using an alternating-pressure air mattress replacement is recommended.

C1

For terminally ill patients, an alternating-pressure air mattress with
automatic adjustment to the patient's weight and position may be
considered.

C1

Monitor the deterioration of the foam due to fatigue.

A

Use of an air-fluidized bed or low-air-loss bed is strongly
recommended to promote healing in D3~D5 pressure ulcers or
pressure ulcers in multiple sites.

C1

Use of an alternating-pressure air mattress with automatic
adjustment for the patientf
s position and weight function replacement, an alternating-pressure large-cell ripple mattress, a doublelayer air-cell mattress, or a low air pressure mattress may be
considered to promote healing in d2 or deeper pressure ulcers.

C1

Use of an air-filled mattress overlay may be considered to promote
healing in d1/2 pressure ulcers.

C1

Use of an alternating-pressure air mattress with automatic
adjustment to the patientf
s weight and position may be considered
after flap reconstruction for pressure ulcers.
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Table 11
Clinical Question

How can patients and their family or
Preventive
caregivers be educated to prevent the
CQ 11.1
care
development or recurrence of pressure
ulcers?

Care after
occurrence

How should patients/family/caregivers
CQ11.2 be educated/trained in the care of
existing pressure ulcers?

Table 12
Clinical Question

Which measures should be undertaken in
CQ12.1 a hospital care setting to prevent pressure
ulcers?

Which measures are recommended for
CQ12.2 pressure ulcer prevention in long-term
care facilities?

Which measures are recommended to
CQ12.3 promote healing of pressure ulcers in a
hospital care setting?

Which measures are recommended to
CQ12.4 promote healing of pressure ulcers in a
long-term care facility?

Patient education
Rating

Recommendation

C1

Education/training in repositioning and using support surfaces can
be carried out .

C1

Periodic telephone consultations with a health care professional
and/or remote assessment of the patient f
s skin condition using
electronic visual media may be done.

C1

Education by an e-learning system led by the health care
professional may be given.

C1

Education/training in any or all of the following may be given: the
etiology of ulcers, risk factors, staging, principles of wound healing,
nutritional support, program of skincare and skin inspection, and
management of incontinence.

C1

Consider informing patient/family/caregiver how to contact an
appropriate medical center for help in the event the pressure ulcers
worsen.

Outcome management

Rating

Recommendation

A

Choice of support surface based on the Braden Scale is strongly recommended.

C1

Choice of support surface based on the OH Scale may be considered.

C1

Deployment of a multidisciplinary wound care team may be considered.

C1

Assignment of wound ostomy and continence nurse may be considered.

C1

Introduction of reimbursement system for pressure ulcer high risk patient
care may be considered.

C1

Implementation of comprehensive programs and protocols may be considered.

C1

Implementation of comprehensive programs and protocols may be considered.

C1

Use of an algorithm incorporating the Braden Scale to implement preventive
care may be considered.

C1

Deployment of a multidisciplinary wound care team may be considered.

C1

Introduction of reimbursement system for pressure ulcer high risk patient
care may be considered.

C1

Assignment of wound ostomy and continence nurse may be recommended.

B

Deployment of a multidisciplinary wound care team is recommended.

C1

Implementation of comprehensive programs and protocols may be considered.
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Table 13
Clinical Question

QOL/ Pain

Rating

Recommendation

CQ13.1

How can the quality of life（QOL）of pressure ulcer patients be assessed?

C1

The QOL of the patients may be assessed along physiological, psychological,
and social parameters.

CQ13.2

For which stage of pressure ulcer is pain
assessment recommended?

C1

Pain may be assessed at any stage of pressure ulcer.

CQ13.3 When should pain assessment be conducted?

C1

Pain assessment may be conducted at any time（regardless of whether
topical intervention is being administered）
.

Which tools can be used to assess pressureulcer-related pain?

C1

Pain may be assessed using a validated scale.

CQ 13.4
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Fig. 2 Algorithm illustrating conservative treatments

efficacious in protecting wound surfaces, such as
1）
white petrolatum, are preferred for treatment . If the

Guidelines
CQ 1 Topical agents
CQ 1.1：Which topical agents are recommended to
treat acute pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］Oleaginous preparations such
as zinc oxide, dimethyl isopropylazulene, white
petrolatum, with a high degree of efficacy in

ulcer surface is infected, silver sulfadiazine and similar
preparations with nonspecific anti-bacterial properties are recommended, as antibiotic topical agents
typically fail to produce the desired effect.

protecting wound surfaces, and silver sulfadiazine
may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］At present, observations of only a most

1）Kawakami S, Shimada K：Treatment of acute pres-

References
sure ulcers. Modern Physician, 28：506-507, 2008.
（Level VI）
（Japanese）

CQ 1.2：Which topical agents are indicated in cases

general nature exist regarding the choice of topical
1）
agents for the treatment of acute pressure ulcers .
As a first step, it is critical to ascertain the cause of the

with suspected deep tissue injury（DTI）
?
［Recommendation］Close monitoring of the wound

injury before considering the type of topical therapy
to employ. This is underscored by the fact that in
many cases of acute pressure ulcers, the presence of
deep tissue damage may at first go unnoticed, and

is important. Oleaginous preparations such as zinc
oxide, dimethyl isopropylazulene and white petrolatum may be considered.
［Rating］C1

lead naturally to an exacerbation of the condition. For
this reason, the basic considerations when employing

［Analysis］At present, only expert opinion exists
regarding the choice of topical agents for the

topical therapy to treat acute pressure ulcers include
maintaining an optimally moist environment conducive to wound healing while closely monitoring for
changes in the condition of the wound itself. Typically,

treatment of deep tissue injuries（ DTI ）
. The term
DTI was proposed by the NPUAP（2007）to define a
condition in which the appearance of overlying skin
conceals the actual extent of damage to underlying

oleaginous preparations that are known to be highly

tissue, which becomes more apparent with time as the
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1）

wound evolves into deeper layers of tissue .
If deep tissue injury is suspected, pressure should
be relieved immediately and the condition of the
wound closely monitored. The wound may be
occluded if necessary, but in a manner which will
allow the condition of the wound to be readily
monitored. Zinc oxide, dimethyl isopropylazulene, or
white petrolatum and other oleaginous preparations
are recommended.
References
1 ）Kadono T：Deep tissue injury. Rinsho Hifuka, 63

Treatments prioritize wound surface protection and
tend to focus on the type of dressing used for this
purpose. However, blisters may be punctured if tense,
and ruptured blisters may require treatments usually
employed for erosions and ulcers. In cases where
topical agents are employed, white petrolatum or
similar petrolatum-based topical agents are preferred
for their ability to stimulate wound healing while
protecting the wound surface. Although zinc oxide in
a petrolatum-based preparation is customarily employed for this purpose not only because of its locally
astringent effects and mildly antiseptic properties, but
also for its ability to protect the wound surface and

（5）：38-41, 2009.（Level VI）
（Japanese）

CQ 1.3：Which topical agents are recommended for
cases involving redness/purpura?
［ Recommendation ］It is important in cases of
redness/purpura to protect the wound surfaces.
Dimethyl isopropylazulene and white petrolatum may
be used for this purpose.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］Only expert opinions are available to
treat non-blanchable redness and purpura. Treatments prioritize the protection of wound surfaces and
tend to focus on the types of dressing used for this
purpose. In cases which call for treatment using
topical agents, white petrolatum or similar,
petrolatum-based topical agents are preferred for
their ability to stimulate wound healing while
protecting the wound surfaces. Although dimethyl
isopropylazulene in a petrolatum-based preparation is
sometimes used for the treatment of non-blanchable
redness and purpura because of its anti-inflammatory
1）
properties and reducing effects on edema , its
efficacy is generally low.
References
1）Nakamura I, Ozaki M, Watanabe B：Anti-inflammatory
effects of azulen. Rinsho Hifuka, 12：769-778, 1958.
（Level VI）
（Japanese）

CQ 1.4：Which topical agents are recommended for
cases involving blistering?
［Recommendation］White petrolatum or zinc oxide
may be used to protect the wound surface.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］The choice of topical agent for the
treatment of blisters is based only on expert opinion.

reduce inflammation while promoting tissue
1）
regeneration , its efficacy is generally weak.
References
1 ）Edited by the Japanese Pharmacopoeia Instruction
Manual Editorial Committee. The Japanese Pharmacopoeia, Fourteenth Edition: Text with Annotations,
1257-1259, Hirokawa Publishing Company, Tokyo,
2001.（Level VI）
（Japanese）

CQ 1.5：Which topical agents are recommended to
treat erosions and shallow ulcers?
［ Recommendation ］Zinc oxide or dimethyl isopropylazulene may be used. Alprostadil alfadex,
bucladesine sodium, or lysozyme hydrochloride may
also be used to promote re-epithelialization.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］The choice of topical agent for the
treatment of erosion and shallow ulcers is based only
on expert opinion. As the treatment of erosion and
shallow ulcers should prioritize protecting the wound
surface and maintaining an optimally moist environment, the choice of dressing becomes crucial. White
petrolatum or other preparations with a petrolatum
base are often chosen for their efficacy in promoting
wound healing while protecting the wound surface.
Although zinc oxide, available as a petrolatum-based
ointment, is not highly efficacious, it possesses mild,
locally astringent, protective, and antiseptic, properties while simultaneously reducing inflammation
and promoting tissue regeneration. Dimethyl isopropylazulene, also available in a petrolatum base, is
well-known for its anti-inflammatory properties and
1）
its reducing effect on edema , but its efficacy is
generally low.
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Alprostadil alfadex, available in a preparation using
®
Plastibase , is effective in stimulating wound healing
by promoting re-epithelialization, skin blood flow, and
2）
angiogenesis . While being a potent pro-circulatory
agent, it is sometimes irritant to the skin. Bucladesine
sodium possesses superior absorbancy due to its
macrogol base and is recommended for cases with
excessive exudate. Other effects of bucladesine
sodium are: reduction of ulcer size, wound contraction,
local pro-circulatory effects, angiogenesis, granulation
tissue promotion, and re-epithelialization. Lysozyme
hydrochloride is available in an emulsion base and is
used with the aim of reducing wound size. While
promoting keratinocyte and fibroblast growth, lysozyme hydrochloride is minimally irritant to the skin.
In summary, zinc oxide, and dimethyl isopropylazulene, as well as alprostadil alfadex, bucladesine
sodium, and lysozyme hydrochloride are assigned
Rating for Recommendation C1 for their efficacy in
promoting re-epithelialization.
References
1 ）Nakamura I, Ozaki M, Watanabe B, et al：Antiinflammatory effects of azulene. Rinsho Hifuka, 12：
769-778, 1958.（Level VI）
（Japanese）
2 ）Imamura S, Sagami S, Ishibashi Y, et al：Clinical
study of prostaglandin E1 ointment（G-511 ointment）
in chronic skin ulcers. Well-controlled comparative
study with lysozyme chloride ointment. J Clin Ther
Med, 10：127-147, 1994.（Level II）
（Japanese）

CQ 1. 6：Are topical agents recommended if pain
accompanies the pressure ulcer?
［Recommendation］There is no evidence supporting the use of topical agents to alleviate pain.
［Rating］C2
［ Analysis ］Randomized controlled trials using
topical applications of morphine to relieve pain
associated with pressure ulcers have been conducted
1, 2）
but the use of morphine is not
outside Japan,
common in this country. However, pain control during
the acute phase of pressure ulcer is critical. Also, as
many patients are incapable of reporting sensations of
pain themselves, the task of bearing in mind the
patientS
s susceptibility to pain and the possible need to
administer suitable analgesics devolves upon the
attending physician. Xylocaine jelly is among the
topical medications sometimes used in Japan to

relieve pain, although its usefulness for this purpose
has yet to be established. In summary, there is still
insufficient evidence to recommend the use of topical
agents for the relief of pain associated with pressure
ulcers.
References
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CQ 1.7：Which topical agents are recommended for
pressure ulcers with excessive exudate?
［Recommendation］
．Cadexomer-iodine and povidone-iodine sugar
are both highly absorbant and are recommended for
pressure ulcers with excessive exudate.
［Rating］B
．Dextranomer and iodine ointment may be
considered.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］Cadexomer-iodine, fibrinolysindeoxyribonuclease-containing ointment, dextranomer
and dextrin-polymer-base were tested to determine
their relative efficacy in alleviating excessive exudation in pressure ulcers. The results of the test
indicated an improvement rate of 65. 8% for
cadexomer-iodine in comparison with fibrinolysindeoxyribonuclease-containing ointment（ 46. 2% ）
, demonstrating a statistically greater effect for the
1）
former（p ＜ 0.05） .
The study also indicated an improvement rate of 65.
2% for cadexomer-iodine in comparison with dextranomer（ 18. 2% ）
, likewise demonstrating the statistically significantly greater efficacy of the former（p ＜
2）
0.01） . On the other hand, cadexomer-iodine showed
an efficacy rate of 33. 3% in comparison with the
dextrin-polymer-base（ 24% ）with no significant dif3）
ference in efficacy observed .
The ameliorative effect of povidone-iodine sugar on
exudation has been compared with that of lysozyme
hydrochloride ointment in two studies, and with that
of ointment containing extract from hemolyzed blood
of young calves in one study. The latter study
demonstrated a significantly higher efficacy rate of
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25% for povidone-iodine sugar in comparison with 0%
for ointment containing extract from hemolyzed blood
4）
of young calves（p ＜ 0.01） .
The two studies comparing the efficacy rate of

（SS-094 : Ointment）
. Jpn Pharmacol Ther, 17（4）：
1789-1813, 1994.（Level II）
（Japanese）
5 ）Saito Y, Furuse Y, Ishii T, et al：A clinical randomized comparative study of povidone-iodine-sugar

povidone-iodine sugar and lysozyme hydrochloride
have yielded opposite results, with one study indicating an efficacy rate of 25% for povidone-iodine sugar

ointment（ U-PASTA KOWA ）versus combined
ointment with lysozyme hydrochloride ointment
（ REFLAP Ointment ）and povidone-iodine-sugar

and 33. 3% for lysozyme hydrochloride and no
5）
statistically significant difference in the results , while
the second study indicated an efficacy rate of 49.1%

ointment（ U-PASTA KOWA ）on decubitus. Jpn

for povidone-iodine sugar and 27. 8% for lysozyme
hydrochloride and a statistically greater efficacy rate
6）
for the former（p ＜ 0.01） .
Further, a retrospective analysis of a case in which

6 ）lmamura S, Uchino H, Imura Y, et al：The clinical

the DESIGN score decreased following the application
of povidone-iodine sugar failed to establish any
relationship between the amount of exudate and the
7）
decrease in the DESIGN score .
The ameliorative effect of dextranomer and iodine
ointment on exudation has been documented in past
case reports. Of the five cases reported, four
demonstrated a decrease in the initially medium to
high levels of exudation following treatment with
8）
dextranomer . Furthermore, case reports have
documented a significant improvement in the
DESIGN-R score and the E score in DESIGN following
9, 10）
.
iodine ointment treatment
In summary, for the treatment of excessive
exudation cadexomer iodine and povidone-iodine
sugar are assigned a rating of B, while dextranomer

17（Suppl.1）
：255-279, 1989.（Level II）
（Japanese）

Pharmacol Ther, 22（ 5 ）：2403- 2413, 1994.（ Level
II）
（Japanese）
effect of KT-136（ sugar and povidone-iodine ointment）on decubitus and skin ulcers: A comparative
study with lysozyme ointment. Jpn Pharmacol Ther,
7）Kobayashi A, Muto S, Chino K, et al：Analysis of the
therapeutic effictiveness of a topical agent in the
treatment of pressure ulcers using DESIGN. Jpn J PU,
10（ 2 ）：111-116, 2008.（ Level V ）（ Japanese, English abstract）
8）Horio T, Kawai S, Moriguchi T, et al：Therapeutic
effects of SK-P-9701（dextranomer paste）on pressure ulcers. Jpn J JPU, 3（3）
：355-364, 2001.（Level
V）（Japanese, English abstract）
9）Nagai Y, Amano H, Okada E, et al：Therapeutic effe®

ctiveness of Iodocoat ointment 0.9% in the treatment
of pressure ulcers. J New Rem & Clin, 59（ 7 ）：
1215-1223, 2010.（Level V）
（Japanese）
10）Tachibana T, Fujii N, Wakabayashi M, et al：Therapeutic effect of 0. 9% iodine-containing ointment on

and iodine ointment are assigned a rating of C1.

yellow stage of pressure ulcers. Jpn JPU, 12（ 4 ）
：
513-519, 2010.（ Level V ）
（ Japanese, English ab-

References

stract）

1）Kukita A, Ohura T, Aoki T, et al：Clinical evaluation
of NI-009 on various cutaneous ulcers. Comparative

CQ 1.8：Which topical agents are recommended in

study with Elase-C Ointment. J Clin Ther Med, 6

pressure ulcers with minimal exudate?
［ Recommendation ］Ointments with emulsion

（4）：817-848, 1990.（Level II）
（Japanese）
2 ）lshibashi Y, Ohkawara A, Kukita A, et al：Clinical
evaluation of NI-009 on various cutaneous ulcers.
Comparative study with Debrisan. J Clin Ther Med, 6
（4）：785-816, 1990.（Level II）
（Japanese）
3）Anzai T, Shiratori A, Ohtomo E, et al：Evaluation of
clinical utility of NI-009 on various cutaneous ulcers.
Comparative study with base. J Clin Ther Med, 5
（12）：2585-2612, 1989.（Level II）
（Japanese）
4 ）KT-136 Skin Ulcers Comparative Study Group：
Comparative clinical study of sugar and povidoneiodine ointment（ KT-136 ）and solcoseryl ointment

bases are preferred. Silver sulfadiazine may be
considered to treat infected wounds while tretinoin
tocoferil may be considered to treat uninfected
wounds.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］There are no evidence-based reports
besides expert opinion recommending topical agents
1−3）
.
for the treatment of minimally exudative wounds
Emulsion-base ointments are typically recommended
for such wounds, both by reason of their high
moisture content and penetrating ability. Emulsion-
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base ointments also have the added benefit of
promoting water retention in dry wound surfaces. A
representative example of such an emulsion-base
topical agent is silver sulfadiazine, which possesses
antibacterial properties and softens necrotic tissue,
and tretinoin tocoferil, which promotes granulation
1−3）
tissue formation .
In summary, silver sulfadiazine and tretinoin
tocoferil are assigned a recommendation of C1 for the
treatment of minimally exudative wounds.

the 12 cases cleaned with 200 ml isotonic saline.
In summary, while wound cleansing is effective in
speeding recovery, there is no evidence to endorse a
particular cleansing solution or method. Pressure
ulcers may be cleaned adequately by using sufficient
quantities of isotonic saline or tap water.
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CQ 1.9：How should a pressure ulcer be cleaned?
［ Recommendation ］Cleanse the pressure ulcer
using isotonic saline or tap water in sufficient
quantities to reduce the microbial count on the wound
surface.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］In the one published systematic review
comparing wound cleansing solutions and cleansing
1）
techniques , pressure ulcers cleaned with isotonic
TM
saline（ Vulnopur ）containing aloe vera, silver
chloride, or decyl glucoside（ 59 cases ）showed a
demonstrable improvement in their PSST（Pressure
Sore Status Tool）scores（P ＝ 0.025）compared to
those cleaned only with isotonic saline（74 cases）.
No significant difference was noted in the PSST
score of pressure ulcers cleaned with either isotonic

CQ 1. 10：How should pressure ulcers be disinfected?
［ Recommendation ］Wound cleansing is usually
adequate to prevent infection. However, if the wound
is clearly infected or if there is excessive exudate or
pus, the wound may be disinfected using antiseptics
prior to cleansing.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A systematic review of various studies
selected by their quality and dealing with the
retardative effect of povidone-iodine on wound
1）
healing , has shown that the majority of cases
arguing against the use of povidone-iodine were either
in vitro or animal model studies whereas 71% of the
highly ranked human studies supported its use.
Further, 57% of the studies with the highest impact
factor supported its use as an antiseptic. There are
only scanty data regarding the relationship between
symptoms of infection and retardation of healing due
to use of antiseptics and it is not at all clear that
povidone-iodine has a toxic or retardative effect on

saline only（four cases）or with tap water only（four
cases）
. With regard to the cleansing techniques, no

wound healing.
2）
The 1994 AHCPR guidelines claim that lavation
with isotonic saline is sufficient for cleansing infected

significant difference was noted in treatment effect
between the so-called\ whirlpool Smethod（ 24
cases）and more conventional lavation（18 cases）.Of
2）
the 36 cases featured in one comparative case report
6 out of 19 cases cleaned with 50 ml isotonic saline and
5 out of 29 cases cleaned with 100 ml isotonic saline

pressure ulcers and that cleansing solutions and
antiseptics are unnecessary. On the other hand, the
3）
EPUAP guidelines of 1999 state that use of antiseptics is indicated in cases in which there are clear signs
of infection and abnormally large amounts of exudates
or pus.

demonstrated an increase in microbial count, whereas
no increase in microbial count was observed in any of

In summary, even at the wound stage at which
debridement and infection control are normally called
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for, cleansing with isotonic saline or tap water is
sufficient in most cases. However, in cases in which
there are clear symptoms of infection, the wound may
be disinfected by using povidone-iodine.

ointment, and iodoform, there is as yet little evidence
on their anti-microbial effect.
In summary, in cases in which there are clear
symptoms of infection, cadexomer-iodine, silver sulfa-

1）Banwell H：What is the evidence for tissue regenera-

diazine, and povidone-iodine sugar are recommended
as a means of controlling the infection. Fradiomycin
sulfate-trypsin, povidone-iodine, iodine ointment, and

tion impairment when using a formulation of PVP-I

iodoform may be used for treatment on a daily basis.
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CQ 1.11：Which topical agents are recommended
for pressure ulcers accompanied by infection and
inflammation?
［Recommendation］
1. Cadexomer-iodine, silver sulfadiazine, and
povidone-iodine sugar are recommended for their
ability to control infections.
［Rataing］B
2. Fradiomycin sulfate-trypsin, povidone-iodine,
iodine ointment, and iodoform gauze may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A randomized controlled trial with 60
subjects comparing cadexomer-iodine with dextranomer demonstrated significant decreases in levels of
1）
pus（p ＜ 0.05） , one of the assessment categories in
the study, following treatment with cadexomer-iodine.

effect of KT-136（ sugar and povidone-iodine ointment ）on decubitus ulcers: A comparative study
with lysozyme ointment. Jpn Pharmacol Ther, 17
（Suppl.1）
：255-280, 1989.（Level II）
（Japanese）

CQ 1.12：Which topical agents are recommended to
accelerate granulation formation in pressure ulcers
with deficient granulation formation?
［Recommendation］
1. Aluminium chlorohydroxy allantoinate,
trafermin, tretinoin tocoferil and povidone-iodine
sugar, all of which are known to accelerate granulation formation, are recommended.
［Rating］B
2. Alprostadil alfadex, bucladesine sodium, or
lysozyme hydrochloride may be considered.
［Rating］C1

Another randomized controlled trial comparing
silver sulfadiazine with a placebo group（ total 77
subjects）reported a significant anti-microbial effect
（p ＜ 0.01）in 64.7% and 27% of the subjects, respec-

［Analysis］Aluminium chlorohydroxy allantoinate:
One study of the effect of aluminium chlorohydroxy
allantoinate on the acceleration of granulation formation involved a randomized controlled trial using

tively. In an open randomized controlled trial comparing povidone-iodine sugar with lysozome hydrochloride involving 141 subjects, 32. 8% and 14. 8% of the
subjects, respectively, reported a significant improve3）
ment in microbial infection rate（p ＜ 0.05） . On the

solcoseryl（ extract from hemolyzed blood of young
1）
calves ） . The results for each of the 27 subjects
enrolled showed a significantly greater increase in
granulation formation when compared with the
control group.

other hand, while there are case reports concerning
fradiomycin sulfate-trypsin, povidone-iodine, iodine

Trafermin: Although a randomized controlled trial
comparing the efficacy of trafermin with that of
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povidone-iodine sugar, GM-CSF and low concentration
of fibroblast growth factor in reducing wound size
2−5）
does exist , the data on granulation formation are
6）
not shown. However, one historical controlled trial
has reported a significantly greater granulation
formation effect for trafermin in comparison with the
control. The study further reported that trafermin
was especially efficacious when administered in the
early stages of treatment and enhanced the treatment
effect. Although the evidence level for trafermin is IV,
this medication merits recommendation on the basis
of case series reports documenting its efficacy as well
7, 8）
as the expert opinions given in its favor .
Tretinoin tocoferil: In the two existing open
randomized controlled trials comparing the granulation formation effect of tretinoin tocoferil with that of
9, 10）
,
lysozyme hydrochloride and bendazac ointment
tretinoin tocoferil was observed to have a significantly
greater effect than either of the controls.
Povidone-iodine sugar: An open randomized trial
comparing povidone-iodine sugar with lysozyme
hydrochloride reported a superior granulation formation effect for lysozyme hydrochloride than for
11）
povidone-iodine sugar .
Alprostadil alfadex: Although there is a randomized
trial comparing the wound reduction effect of
alprostadil alfadex with that of lysozyme
12）
hydrochloride with the exception of expert opinion,
there are no studies attesting to the granulation
formation effect of alprostadil alfadex.
Bucladesine sodium：At present two random

there is a significant difference between these agents
in their ability to accelerate granulation formation.
In summary, the evidence level indicated in the
previous edition of the guidelines has been modified
and one medication has been added to the list of
recommendations on the basis of the above considerations. The determination of which topical agents to
use in a given situation calls for an assessment of the
properties of each topical agent and the condition of
the wound in question.
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silver sulfadiazine may be used.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Although critical colonization is a serious pathological condition which has the potential to
delay wound recovery in pressure ulcers, there are as
yet no controlled studies dealing specifically with this
condition. Further, although two case studies exist
which mention the anti-microbial effect of iodine
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ointment and one evidence level III report which
compares the effect of cadexomer-iodine ointment and
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CQ 1.14：Which topical agents are recommended

IV）
（Japanese）

CQ 1.13：Which topical agents are recommended in
pressure ulcers with deficient granulation formation
and suspected critical colonization?
［ Recommendation ］Topical medications with an
anti-microbial properties, such as cadexomer-iodine

for wound reduction in pressure ulcers with sufficient
granulation formation?
［Recommendation］
1. Alprostadil alfadex, aluminum chlorohydroxy
allantoinate, trafermin, bucladesine sodium, and
povidone-iodine sugar are recommended.
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［Rating］B
2. Zinc oxides, dimethyl isopropylazulene, extract

study with lysozyme chloride ointment. J Clin Ther

from hemolyzed blood of young calves, and lysozyme
hydrochloride may be used.
［Rating］C1

2）Mizutani H, Ootsuki T, Matsumoto H, et al：Clinical

［ Analysis ］An open randomized trial with 44
subjects comparing alprostadil alfadex and lysozyme
hydrochloride found that treatment with the former

comparison with Solcoseryl ointment. Jp J Clin Exp

Med, 10：127-147, 1994.（Level II）
（Japanese）
evaluation of Aluminum chlorohydroxy allantoinate
powder（ ISP ）in patients with pressure ulcers: A
Med, 59：2097-2112, 1982.（Level II）
（Japanese）
3 ）Robson MC, Phillips LG, Lawrence WT, et al：The

resulted in a significantly greater reduction ratio in
1）
wound size（p ＜ 0.05） .
Similarly, an open randomized trial with 54 subjects

safety and effect of topically applied recombinant

comparing aluminum chlorohydroxy allantoinate and
ointment containing extract from the hemolyzed
blood of calves found that treatment with the former

1992.（Level II）

basic fibroblast growth factor on the healing of
chronic pressure sores. Ann Surg, 216（4）
：401-408,
4）Niimura M, Yamamoto K, Kishimoto S, et al：Clinical
evaluation of DT-5621 in patients with chronic skin

resulted in a significantly greater reduction in wound
2）
size（p ＜ 0.05） . Trafermin produced a significantly
greater reduction in wound size ratio（ p ＜ 0. 05 ）
when compared with a placebo in an open randomized
3）
trial（n = 119） . A randomized controlled trial comparing bucladesine sodium and macrogol（ n = 91 ）
showed that treatment with the former resulted in a
significantly greater（p ＜ 0.05）reduction in wound
4）
size . A randomized controlled trial comparing
povidone-iodine sugar and trafermin（ n = 63 ）
showed that both agents produced an equal reduction
in wound size. Similarly, a randomized controlled trial
（ n = 68 ）comparing lysozyme hydrochloride with
bucladesine sodium resulted in equal wound size
6）
reduction ratio . However, it is unclear whether or
not the percentage of wound size reduction was
measured following adequate granulation formation.
In view of the wound treatment process, in actual
clinical practice it is advisable to assess epithelialization after sufficient granulation formation has been
confirmed.
In view of the information given above and the
actual conditions of clinical practice, alprostadil
alfadex, aluminum chlorohydroxy allantoinate,
trafermin, bucladesine sodium, and povidone-iodine
sugar are recommended for reducing wound size.
Zinc oxide, dimethylisopropylazulen, extract from
hemolyzed blood of young calves, or lysozyme
hydrochloride may also be used.
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CQ1.15：Which topical agents are recommended if
necrotic tissue is observed?
［Recommendation］Cadexomer-iodine, silver sulfadiazine, dextranomer, bromelain
or povidone-iodine sugar may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］The wound debridement efficacy of
cadexomer-iodine, fibrinolysin-deoxyribonuclease, dextranomer, and dextrin polymer（ base ）has been
documented in a controlled study which reported a
significantly greater improvement rate（p ＞ 0.01）of
45. 5% for cadexomer-iodine in comparison with
1）
fibrinolysin-deoxyribonuclease（18.8%） . A comparison of cadexomer-iodine with dextranomer showed an
efficacy rate of 71.4% and 45.5%, respectively, with no
significant difference observed between these two
2）
agents . Likewise a comparison of dextrin polymer
（ base ）showed an efficacy rate of 8. 3% and 26. 7%,
respectively, and no significant difference between
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the two was observed .
At present the use of silver sulfadiazine for wound
debridement is endorsed only by expert opinion. As
yet there are no studies endorsing its use for this
purpose.

cutaneous ulcers: Comparative study with base. J Clin
Ther Med, 5（ 12 ）：2585-2612, 1989.（ Level II ）
（Japanese）
4）Tachibana T, Miyachi Y：Drug therapy. Jpn J Plast
Surg, 46（5）
: 459-470, 2003.（Level VI）
（Japanese）

The ability of the emulsion base to penetrate the
skin and to soften and fuse necrotic tissue largely
accounts for the wound-cleaning effects of silver
4）
sulfadiazine .
A case report comparing the effectiveness of

5）Horio T, Kawai S, Moriguchi T, et al：Therapeutic

dextranomer with that of bromelain in debriding
necrotic tissue indicated a reduction in the number of
5）
cases of tissue necrosis from six cases to one .
Two separate studies have reported a moderate to

ation of the effect of bromelain ointment on the

effects of SK-P-9701（dextranomer paste）on pressure ulcers. Jpn J PU, 3（ 3 ）：355-364, 2001.（ Level
V）
（Japanese, English abstract）
6）Ogawa Y, Kurooka S, Katakami S, et al：The evaludebridement of eschar in burn, decubitus and various
wound. J New Rem & Clin, 48（10）
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high level of wound debridement efficacy of 57% and
6, 7）
72.5% for bromelain .
The first of two controlled trials comparing the

7）Kawai S：Report on the clinical experience of using

wound debridement efficacy of povidone-iodine sugar
and lysozome hydrochloride showed a 41.7% efficacy
rate for povidone-iodine sugar and 66.7% for lysozome
8）
hydrochloride ointment . The second controlled trial
of povidone-iodine sugar with lysozome hydrochloride
indicated an efficacy rate of 34. 2% and 31. 1%,
9）
respectively . A similar study comparing ointment
containing extract from hemolyzed blood of young
calves with povidone-iodine sugar indicated an
efficacy rate of 12.5% for the latter, and 23.1% for the
10）
former. No significant difference was observed .
Further, a retrospective study of cases showing a
reduction in DESIGN scores following povidoneiodine sugar treatment failed to indicate any correla-

8 ）Imamura S, Uchino H, Imura Y, et al：The clinical

tion between tissue debridement and decrease in
11）
DESIGN score .
In summary, cadexomer-iodine, sufadiazine silver,
dextranomer, bromelain, and povidone-iodine sugar
are assigned a recommendation rating of C1.

bromelain ointment on pressure ulcers. J New Rem
Clin, 52（8）
：1210-1216, 2003.（Level V）
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1789-1813, 1994.（Level II）
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10 ）Saito Y, Furuse Y, Ishii T, et al：A clinical randomized comparative stydy of povidone-iodine-sugar
ointment（ U-PASTA KOWA ）versus combined
ointment with lysozyme hydrochloride ointment
（ REFLAP Ointment ）and povidone-iodine-sugar
ointment（ U-PASTA KOWA ）on decubitus. Jpn
Pharmacol Ther, 22（ 5 ）：2403-2413, 1994.（ Level
II）（Japanese）
11）Kobayashi A, Muto S, Chino K, et al：Analysis of the
therapeutic effectiveness of a topical agent in the
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CQ 1.16：Which topical agents are recommended

（4）：817-848, 1990.（Level II）
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when undermining has occurred?
［ Recommedation ］If the undermining is covered
by necrotic tissue, the wound surfaces should first be
cleaned. Also, if there is excessive exudate, povidone
iodine-sugar may be used. If the amount of exudation
is minimal, consider using trafermin or tretinoin
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tocoferil.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］There are a limited number of references dealing with the application of topical agents on
pressure ulcers which list undermining among their
assessment categories. In general, however, in cases
in which a undermining is found, all necrotic tissue
should be removed from its interior and the wound
surface cleansed. Caution needs to be exercised to
prevent the occasional secondary infection.
A case-series on the efficacy of povidone-iodine
sugar with undermining as one of its evaluation items
has demonstrated the ameliorative effect of the
1）
compound .
Although a case-control study with an evidence
level of IV examining the effect of trafermin on
undermining has demonstrated an ameliorative effect,
the results were not significantly different from that
2）
of the comparison group .
At present, the use of tretinoin tocoferil is endorsed
only by an expert opinion.
In summary, povidone-iodine sugar is indicated for
the treatment of cases with excessive exudate, while
tretinoin tocoferil is indicated for cases with low
amounts of exudate.
References
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2 ）Robson MC, Phillips LG, Lawrence WT, et al：The
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basic fibroblast growth factor on the healing of
chronic pressure sores. Ann Surg, 216（4）
：401-408,
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CQ 2 Dressings
CQ 2.1：Which dressings are recommended to treat
acute pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］In order to protect the wound
surface while allowing daily monitoring of the
condition, transparent film dressings or dressings
designed to treat dermal wounds may be used.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Recommendations for the use of dressings to treat acute phase pressure ulcers are
1）
supported only by expert opinion . It is important to

determine the cause of acute phase pressure ulcers.
Since the condition of tissue localized in and around
acute phase pressure ulcers has a propensity to
worsen rapidly, frequent and regular monitoring of
the wound condition is vital. For this reason, a
transparent dressing which will allow visual monitoring is recommended.
Transparent film dressings are recommended for
the protection of erythematous areas from friction or
shear. Before applying the transparent film dressing,
cleanse the skin where the dressing is to be applied. If
there are any noticeable changes to the wound
condition, replace the dressing with a new one. As a
rule dressings should be changed at a frequency of
once per week.
References
1 ）Kawakami S, Shimada K：The treatment of acute
phase pressure ulcer. Modern Physician, 28（ 4 ）：
506-507, 2008.（Level VI）
（Japanese）

CQ 2.2：Which dressings are indicated in pressure
ulcers with suspected deep tissue injury（DTI）
?
［Recommendation］In order to protect the wound
surface while allowing daily monitoring of the
condition, either transparent film dressings or dressings designed to treat dermal wounds may be
considered.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］There are no studies examining the
efficacy of dressings on the treatment of deep tissue
injuries（DTI）.Because DTI tends to progress more
deeply into underlying tissue, frequent monitoring of
the wound is vital. For this reason, a transparent
dressing that will allow observation of the wound
condition is recommended. Transparent film dressings are recommended for the protection of erythematous areas from friction or shear. Before applying
the polyurethane dressing, cleanse the skin where the
dressing is to be applied. If there are any noticeable
changes in the condition of the wound, replace the
dressing with a new one. As a rule dressings should be
changed at a frequency of once per week.
CQ 2. 3：Which dressings are recommended for
pressure ulcers involving redness/purpura?
［Recommendation］In order to protect the wound
surface while allowing daily monitoring of the
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condition, either transparent film dressings or dressings designed to treat dermal wounds may be
considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］There are ten Evidence Level V case
reports documenting the use of hydrocolloid for the
treatment of redness. However, these case reports do
not deal specifically with pressure ulcers with the
redness/purpura, but also include discussion of
pressure ulcers at other stages, and therefore do not
specifically address the efficacy of hydrocolloid in the
1）
treatment of redness/purpura .
Before applying the transparent film dressing,
cleanse the skin where the dressing is to be applied.
The dressing should be changed at a frequency of
once per week. Continue visual monitoring of the
redness or purpura through the dressing. If the tissue
damage progressed from the epidermis to the dermis,
change treatment for erosion or shallow ulcers. Again,
in order to ensure that these steps can be taken when
necessary, a transparent dressing which allows visual
monitoring is highly recommended.
References
1 ）Itou T, Takahashi R, Suzuki C, et al：The use of
hydrocolloid dressing in the treatment of pressure
ulcer. Jpn J Nur Sci, 20（12）：75-80, 1995.（Level V）
（Japanese）

CQ 2. 4：Which dressings are recommended for
cases involving blistering?
［ Recommendation ］While leaving the blisters intact, consider using a transparent film dressing to
protect the wound surface. A dressing for dermal
wounds that allows observation may also be considered.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］The use of dressings for blisters is
1）
supported only by expert opinion . A transparent
film dressing is recommended for the protection of
blistering areas from friction or shear. Before applying
the transparent film dressing, cleanse the skin where
the dressing is to be applied. As a rule dressings
should be changed at least once per week. If the
blisters are tense, they may be punctured and drained
1）
to relieve pressure . If the blisters are ruptured and
the wound begins to penetrate to the dermis, switch
to a treatment for erosion or shallow ulcers. Again, in

order to ensure that these steps can be taken when
necessary, a transparent dressing which allows visual
monitoring is highly recommended.
References
1 ）Kishinabe M：How to treat blister?, Guideline for
local treatment of pressure ulcers. Miyachi Y, Sanada
H ed, 145-149, Medical Review Co., Ltd, Tokyo, 2007.
（Level VI）
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CQ 2. 5：Which dressings are recommended for
treating erosions or shallow ulcers?
［Recommendation］
1. A health insurance-covered hydrocolloid dressing
used to treat dermal wounds is recommended. A
hydrocolloid dressing used to treat subcutaneous
wounds is also an option, but is not covered by health
insurance.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. Health insurance-covered dressings designed to
treat dermal wounds, such as hydrogel, polyurethane
foam sheets, alginate foam dressing, and chitin
membrane may be considered. Dressings designed to
treat subcutaneous wounds, such as hydrogel, hydropolymer, polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/
soft silicone, alginate, and chitin membrane can also be
employed with equal effect, but are not covered by
health insurance.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］
1）
・Hydrocolloid: One systematic review and one
2）
meta-analysis have examined the use of hydrocolloid
for the topical treatment of pressure ulcers. The
systematic review compared hydrocolloid to wet-tomoist saline gauze dressings and found hydrocolloids
to be superior to the latter in terms of wound size
reduction, absorption of exudates, frequency of
replacement, pain felt when dressing is changed, side
effects, and cost. However, because stage III pressure
ulcers are included in the study, the specific relevance
of the findings to erosions and shallow ulcers remains
2）
unclear. The meta-analysis found hydrocolloid 72%
more effective（ odds ratio: 1. 72 ）than wet-to-moist
gauze or paraffin-gauze dressings, but omits any
discussion of the depth of the wounds observed in the
study. Because the specific relevance of these results
to erosions and shallow ulcers is not clear, the
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methods described here have been assigned the
recommendation rating of B.
・Hydrogel: Two randomized controlled trials have
examined the healing rate following use of various
3, 4）
dressings . These studies found no significant
difference in efficacy between wet-to-moist gauze
dressings and hydrocolloids. Furthermore, as the
study included stage III and IV pressure ulcers, the
specific relevance of the findings to cases of erosions

matic review of the use of hydorocolloids in the
treatment of pressure ulcers. J Clin Nurs, 17（ 9 ）
：
1164-1173, 2008.（Level I）
2）Singh A, Haler S, Menon GR, et al：Meta-analysis of
randomized controlled trials on hydrocolloid occlusive
dressing vs conventional gauze dressing in the
healing of chronic wounds. Asian J Surg, 27（ 4 ）：
326-332, 2004.（Level I）
3）Mulder GD, Altman M, Seeley JE, et al：Prospective

and shallow ulcers remains unclear. For this reason,
the methods discussed here have been assigned the
recommendation rating of C1.

randomized study of the efficacy of hydrogel,
hydrocolloid, and saline solution-moistened dressings
on the management of pressure ulcers. Wound Repair

5）

・Hydropolymer: One randomized controlled trial
examined the efficacy of hydropolymer on healing
rate. In a comparison of hydropolymer with hydrocol-

loid using stage II and III pressure ulcers, the study
found no significant difference in healing time or
healing rate. As the study was designed as a
superiority trial, we cannot be certain that the efficacy
of the hydropolymer was equal to that of the
hydrocolloid.
For this reason the methods discussed here have
been assigned the recommendation rating of C1.
・Polyurethane foam: A randomized controlled
6）
trial comparing the healing rate for stage II pressure
ulcers treated with saline gauze dressings or
polyurethane foam found no significant difference in
the time required for wound closure, but the
frequency required for changing the dressings was
significantly lower for polyurethane foam（ p ＜
0.001）
. However, because no significant difference in
time required for wound closure was found, the
methods discussed here have been assigned the
recommendation rating of C1.
・Polyurethane foam/soft silicone: One randomized
controlled trial examined the recovery rate in stage II
pressure ulcers after use of polyurethane foam
dressings but found no significant difference with the
7）
use of hydropolymer dressing . For this reason,
polyurethane foam/soft silicone dressing has been
given a recommendation rating of C1.
・Alginate foam, chitin membrane, and alginate: No
studies addressing the use of these dressings on
erosions and shallow ulcers exist. Recommendations
for their use are supported only by expert opinion.
References
1）Heyneman A, Beele H, Vanderwee K, et al：A syste-
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CQ 2. 6：Which dressings are recommended for
pressure ulcers involving pain?
［Recommendation］Dressings cannot remove pain
but can lessen it by protecting the wound surface and
maintaining a moist environment conducive to wound
healing. When changing dressings, perform adequate
pain assessment and apply a hydrocolloid,
polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/soft silicone,
®
Hydrofiber , chitin membrane, or hydrogel.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］
1）
・Hydrocolloid: One systematic review examines
the pain associated with pressure ulcers, but does not
address the relationship between pain and different
2）
types of dressing. Only one cross-sectional study
examines this relationship and reports a significantly
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9）

greater efficacy in diminishing pain for hydrocolloid
than for saline gauze dressings or transparent film

changed . However, no statistical data have been
offered in the study to corroborate this claim.

dressings（ p ＜ 0. 02 ）
. For this reason, hydrocolloid
has been given a recommendation rating of C1 in
terms of pain reduction.

*Hydrogel: There are no studies assessing the
efficacy of hydrogel dressings in reducing or relieving
pain when dressings are being changed. However, its

Because pressure ulcers may cause considerable
pain, adequate pain assessment is required. Because
the pain-reducing properties of the hydrocolloid

use is endorsed by expert opinion.
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perienced no pain when the dressings were being
changed and that all subjects reported satisfaction
with the use of this product; recommendation rating
C1.
®
・Hydrofiber : One case report examined the pain
associated with pressure ulcers on the basis of results
obtained from 23 patients who were treated with
8）
Hydrofiber . Although the study found that
®
Hydrofiber was effective in reducing pain 90% or
more in stage II〜IV pressure ulcers, no comparison
to other types of dressing was included in the study.
Chitin: One case report examined the analgesic
effect of chitin dressings in 32 patients and found that
of the 19 patients who were successfully assessed, 15
reported less pain when dressings were being
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CQ 2. 7：Which dressings are recommended in
pressure ulcers with excessive exudate?
［Recommendation］
1. Recommend using polyurethane foam dressings,
which can absorb excess exudates.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. Dressings normally used for subcutaneous
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wounds as well as dressings used to treat deeper
wounds involving muscle and bone, such as alginate/
CMC, polyurethane foam/soft silicone dressings,
®
alginate, alginate foam, chitin membrane, Hydrofiber ,
or hydropolymer dressings, may be applied.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］The one systematic review which
discusses the use of polyurethane foam dressings does
not mention its efficacy in absorbing exudates as an
2）
outcome. Nonetheless, a randomized controlled trial
found that polyurethane foam was significantly more
effective（ p ＜ 0. 001 ）in absorbing exudates than
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On the other hand, alginate/CMC（carboxymethylcellulose ）
, polyurethane foam/soft silicone, alginate,
®
chitin membrane, Hydrofiber , and hydropolymer, are
not discussed in any high-evidence level studies and
so they have been assigned the recommendation
rating of C1.
Beele et al. examined the effect of silver-containing
alginate/CMC and non-silver-containing alginate/
CMC in a randomized controlled trial using 36
patients with moderate to high levels of exudates
from pressure ulcers or varicose ulcers and found
significantly higher level of wound-size reduction in
patients treated with silver-containing alginate dres3）
sings（p = 0.017） . However, due to the fact that this
study fails to assess the capacity of these dressings to
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been assigned a recommendation rating of C1.
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CQ 2. 8：Which dressings are recommended for
pressure ulcers with minimal amounts of exudates?
［Recommendation］
1. Using a hydrocolloid dressing is recommended.
［Rating］B
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excessive exudates because of its superior absorptive

［Recommendation］
2. Using a hydrogel may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］
・Hydrocolloid: One meta-analysis exists addressing
the use of hydrocolloid dressing for local treatment of
1）
pressure ulcers . In this study, hydrocolloid was
found to be 72% more effective in healing pressure
ulcers than conventional saline gauze dressings or
paraffin-gauze dressings（odds ratio: 1.72）.However,
as no mention is made of the capacity of each type of
dressing to absorb exudates, the recommendation
merits a level of B.
Hydrogel: Two randomized controlled trials have
examined the efficacy of hydrogel in promoting
2, 3）
granulation tissue formation , but a comparison
with saline gauze dressings and hydrocolloid dressings failed to show a significant difference in this
regard. While the study deals with the treatment of
stage II〜IV pressure ulcers, it does not address the
efficacy of hydrogel dressings for the treatment of
pressure ulcers with low amounts of exudates and
therefore merits a recommendation rating of only C1.
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randomized controlled trials on hydrocolloid occlusive
dressing vs conventional gauze dressing in the
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CQ 2. 9：Which dressings are recommended for
infected and inflamed pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］
1. Consider using topical agents to suppress
®
infection. Alternatively, silver-containing Hydrofiber
or alginate silver may be used.
［Rating］C1
2. Alginate is sometimes used to dress wounds with

ability, but cannot be recommended here due to its
inability to suppress infection.
［Rating］C2
1）

［Analysis］One systematic review has addressed
®
the use of silver-containing Hydrofiber in the context
of wound infection and inflammation. In 26 randomized controlled trials dealing with the use of silver in
the localized treatment of acute phase and chronically
contaminated and infected wounds failed to detect a
significant difference in the infection rate as an
outcome. Due to this observation, it was concluded
that there is inadequate evidence to support the use of
silver as a means of suppressing infection. Further,
even in their systematic review, which documents the
efficacy of silver in the treatment of infected wounds,
Toy and Macera state that there is insufficient
evidence to endorse the use of silver-containing foam
dressings to treat chronically contaminated and
2）
infected wounds .
Three randomized controlled trials have addressed
the use of silver alginate to suppress infection in
3−5）
pressure ulcers . The studies found that silvercontaining alginate/CMC not only resulted in a
greater reduction in wound size than non-silvercontaining alginate/CMC,（p = 0.017）
, but also in a
significantly better healing rate four weeks into
treatment（p = 0.044）.On the basis of these findings,
it was concluded that silver-containing alginate/CMC
has a significantly greater effect on promoting healing
in pressure ulcers and suppressing infection. On the
other hand, other studies report disparate results,
with Trial et al. claiming that a comparison of alginate
and silver-containing alginate failed to show any
4）
difference in the clinical scores for infection , and
Meaume et al. claiming that while there was no
statistically significant difference in wound infection
rate after use of silver-containing alginate（33%）and
alginate（46%）
, the healing rate for silver-containing
5）
alginate was appreciably higher（p = 0.024） . On the
®
basis of these findings, silver-containing Hydrofiber
or silver alginate may be used to treat infected or
inflamed wounds. However, when the evidence from
1, 2）
the systematic reviews is taken into account, it is
clear that the use of these dressings to treat infected
wounds is not supported by adequate evidence. In
addition, because of the unavailability in Japan, and
varying silver content, of some of the products
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examined in the aforementioned studies, the ability of
these dressings to suppress infections cannot be
clearly assessed. Therefore the methods discussed
here have been assigned the recommendation rating
of C1.
Alginate is sometimes used for its superior absorptive qualities to treat pressure ulcers with large
quantities of exudates. However, as it has no
demonstrable ability to suppress infection, its use is
not recommended.
One randomized controlled trial examined the use
5）
of alginate on infected wounds . The study found that
in 71 cases of varicose ulcer and 28 cases of pressure
ulcer all requiring infection suppression, no difference
in result was seen in wound infection rate between the
groups treated with alginate and silver-containing
5）
alginate . On the basis of the reports, we may
conclude that although alginate is sometimes used for
its superior ability to absorb exudates, it has no
demonstrable ability to suppress wound infection and
therefore cannot be recommended.
References
1）Storm-Versloot MN, Vos CG, Ubbink DT, et al：Topical
silver for preventing wound infection, Cochrane
Wounds Group, Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews 2010, Issue 3. Art.（Level I）
2）Toy LW, Macera L：Evidence-based review of silver
dressing use on chronic wounds. J Am Acad Nurse

［ Recommendation ］Alginate, hydrocolloid, hydropolymer, polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/
®
soft silicone, chitin membrane and Hydrofiber may
be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］
*Alginate: There is one systematic review examin1）
ing the use of silver-containing dressings and one
randomized controlled study examining the use of
2）
alginate to treat pressure ulcers . The systematic
review does not draw any conclusions regarding the
efficacy of silver-containing dressings in promoting
granulation tissue formation, while the randomized
controlled trial reported that significantly greater
reductions in wound size were achieved with the use
of hydrocolloid following treatment with alginate than
with the use of hydrocolloid alone（p ＜ 0.01）
. However, as the study did not examine the effect of using
alginate alone, the recommendation level merits a
rating of C1.
*While there are randomized controlled trials
examining the use of hydrocolloid, hydropolymer,
polyurethane foam, and polyurethane foam/soft
silicone, none of these studies reports on the effect of
these dressings on granulation tissue formation;
recommendation level: C1.
®
*Chitin and Hydrofiber are addressed only in case
reports. As the evidence level is low, the recommendation rating given is C1.

Pract, 23（4）
：183-192, 2011.（Level I）
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CQ 2. 10：Which dressings are recommended for
promoting granulation tissue formation in pressure
ulcers where it is deficient?

CQ 2. 11：Which dressings are recommended in
pressure ulcers with deficient granulation tissue
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formation and suspected critical colonization?
［Recommendation］Consider using silver-containing
®
Hydrofiber or alginate silver.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A systematic review using indications
of critical colonization as a measure compared the
®
effect of silver-containing Hydrofiber and other types
of dressing on wound size reduction and healing
1）
rate . However, this study failed to arrive at any
conclusions regarding pressure ulcers where critical
colonization was suspected due to insufficient granulation tissue formation. Of the randomized controlled
2）
trials discussed in the systematic review , although
significant reductions in wound size were reported（p
= 0. 0019 ）
, only 8% of the subjects enrolled were
pressure ulcer patients. There is also one randomized
controlled trial examining the effect of silvercontaining alginate on varicose ulcers requiring infection suppression and pressure ulcers. In a comparison
of silver-containing alginate and non-silver-containing
alginate on 24 cases of varicose ulcer in the critical
colonization phase or at risk of infection and 12 cases
of pressure ulcer, the study found that while there
was no exacerbation of infection in either group,
significantly greater reductions in wound size were
achieved in the silver-containing alginate group（p =
0. 017 ）. However, because the number of pressure
ulcer patients enrolled was small, and no discussion
about granulation formation in these cases was
included, the methods discussed here have been
assigned a recommendation rating of C1.
References
1）Beam JW：Topical silver for infected wounds. J Athl
Train, 44（5）
：531-533, 2009.（Level I）
2 ）Munter KC, Beele H, Russell L, et al：Effect of a
sustained silver-releasing dressing on ulcers with
delayed healing：the CONTOP study. J Wound Care,
15（5）
：199-206, 2006.（Level II）
3）Beele H, Meuleneire F, Nahuys M, et al：A prospective randomized open label study to evaluate the
potential of a new silver alginate/carboxymethylcellulose antimicrobial wound dressing to promote
wound healing. Int Wound J, 7（ 4 ）
：262-270, 2010.
（Level II）

CQ 2. 12：Which dressings are recommended to
promote the reduction of the size of wounds with

adequate/normal granulation tissue formation?
［Recommendation］
®

1. Using silver-containing Hydrofiber , alginate
silver, or alginate is recommended.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. Hydrocolloid, hydrogel,

hydropolymer,

polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/soft silicone
dressing, alginate foam, chitin membrane,
®
Hydrofiber , alginate/CMC are also options, depending on the amount of exudate present.
［Rating］C1
1）
［Analysis］The one systematic review examining
®
the effect of silver-containing Hydrofiber concluded
that while wound reduction could be achieved in the
®

short term, Hydrofiber could not be recommended
for promoting wound healing due to the paucity of
evidence; recommendation rating B.
In their randomized controlled trial, Beale et al.
reported the efficacy of silver alginate on wound-size
reduction, but their comparison of silver-containing
alginate/CMC and non-silver-containing alginate/
CMC concluded that the use of silver-containing
alginate led to greater reductions in wound size
compared to alginate alone（p = 0.017）and therefore
2）
to a stronger wound healing effect . On the basis of
this conclusion, the use of silver-containing alginate
has been assigned a recommendation rating of B.
Although the wound reduction effect of alginate is
mentioned in a systematic review by Madhuri et al.,
3）
the study failed to offer clear proof of this assertion .
4）
In a randomized controlled trial , the result of a
comparison of alginate and dextranomer paste found
that wounds treated with alginate showed greater
reduction in size. Further, in an eight-week experiment one group of subjects was treated with alginate
for the first four weeks, then with a combination of
alginate and hydrocolloid for the next four weeks.
Another group was treated for eight weeks with
hydrocolloid alone. A comparison of the results
indicated greater reductions in wound size for the
former（p ＜ 0.01）. Accordingly the methods discussed here have been given the recommendation rating
of B.
On the basis of these reports, consider using silver®
containing Hydrofiber , silver alginate, or alginate
when attempting to achieve wound-size reduction in
cases with adequate granulation formation.
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A systematic review claiming greater efficacy in
wound-size reduction for hydrocolloid in a comparison
5）
with saline gauze dressings also states that no
significant difference in efficacy was found in a

CQ 2.13：Which dressings are recommended when
necrotic tissue is present?

comparison of hydrocolloid with alginate, hydrogel,
and polyurethane foam. For this reason, the use of
hydrocolloid has been accorded the same recom-

［ Recommendation ］If surgical debridement or
topical agents capable of removing necrotic tissue are
unavailable, hydrogel may be considered.

mendation rating of C1 as the other types of dressing
previously discussed.
Although a number of randomized controlled trials

［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］One randomized controlled trial examined the use of hydrogel and dextranomer paste in

have examined the other types of dressing, including
hydrogel, hydropolymer, and polyurethane foam, none
of these studies documented evidence pertaining to
their efficacy in wound reduction. Polyurethane
®
foam/soft silicone, alginate foam, chitin, Hydrofiber ,
and aliginate/CMC have been discussed in case

connection with the removal of necrotic tissue and
reported no significant difference in the rate of
removal of necrotic tissue for either type of dressing.
The recommendation level assigned to these dres-

reports only; recommendation rating: C1.
From these reports, any of the dressings discussed
above, namely hydrocolloid, hydrogel, hydropolymer,
polyurethane foam, polyurethane foam/soft silicone,
®
alginate foam, chitin, Hydrofiber , and alginate/CMC
can be used according to the amount of exudates.

hydrogel with endopeptidase was used to treat stage
II and III pressure ulcers assessed clinically as
2）
infected and requiring removal of necrotic tissue .
The stage II and III pressure ulcers which had not
been treated for three months prior to commencement of the study healed in an average of 3.3 weeks
and 6.5 weeks, respectively, but the effect of hydrogel
could not be assessed because it was used in
combination with other dressings.
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undermining is found?
［ Recommendation ］If necrotic tissue is present
within the undermining, first remove this through
lavation. If the amount of exudate is excessive,
®
consider using alginate, silver-containing Hydrofiber ,
or alginate silver.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］One case report claimed favorable results for the use of alginate inside the undermining, after
granulation formation and reduction in the size of the
1）
undermining were achieved（Evidence Level V） .
No studies have been published on the efficacy of
®
silver-containing Hydrofiber and silver alginate
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when applied to undermining, and the method is
endorsed only by expert opinion（ Evidence Level

the comparison group across three parameters, the
DESIGN-R score, the PUSH score, and changes in

VI ）
. When using these dressings inside the wound
pocket, care must be taken not to force the dressing
too deeply into the cavity or cause undue pressure on

wound size . However, the cost of wrap dressings
was appreciably lower than that of other types of

the surrounding tissue surfaces. If necrotic tissue
remains, prioritize debridement.
References
1）Tsukada K：Usefulness of sponge-type alginate gel
dressing on tissue granulation of pressure ulcers . Jpn
JPU, 5（ 1 ）
：27-32, 2003.（ Japanese, English abstract）

CQ 2.15：Is the so-called\wrap dressingS* effective in treating pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］Wrap dressings can be considered for use whenever medically approved dressings
are unavailable or difficult to obtain on a continual
basis, such as in a home based medical care. However,
use of the wrap dressing should be supervised by a
physician with an adequate knowledge of pressure
ulcer care and only after the patients and their family
have been instructed in the procedure and given their
consent.
\
* Wrap dressing Sis a dressing technique of
covering wounds with non-medically approved（unsterilized ）and non-adhesive commercially available
plastic wrap.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］A comprehensive survey of evidence
pertaining to the\wrapSmethod of dressing wounds
showed that while there is an abundance of case
reports and comments by specialists, there is only one
randomized clinical trial, and two non-randomized

2）

dressing. Further, in a non-randomized controlled trial
3）
involving adult patients , no difference was recorded
in midpoint of treatment period for wrap dressings
and conventional dressings（p = 0.92）. However, the
daily cost of wrap dressings was significantly lower. In
all three of these clinical trials there was no difference
between wrap and other types of dressing in terms of
worsening symptoms or deleterious effects. However,
4）
one case report claimed that there were two cases in
which symptoms worsened as a result of the use of
wrap dressings.
On the basis of the reports discussed above, and in
accordance with the official position of the 2010 Board
of the Japan Society of Pressure Ulcers, the use of
officially approved dressings is recommended for the
treatment of pressure ulcers. As a non-medically
approved item, the wrap dressing may be considered
for use in home based medical care and other settings
in which the continued use of approved dressings
maybe difficult. However, its use should be supervised
by a physician with an adequate knowledge of
pressure ulcer care and only after the patients and
their family have been instructed in the procedure
and given their consent.
References
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greater reduction in wound size after 12 weeks
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II）（Japanese, English abstract）
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Fig. 3 Algorithm illustrating options for surgical interventions

CQ 3 Surgical Intervention
In cases requiring surgical intervention for the
treatment of pressure ulcers, the use of anesthetics,
postoperative positioning, and other perioperative
matters must be managed with care. The timing and
extent of the surgery will largely be determined by

indications for reconstructive surgery separately
from any discussion of the condition of the pressure
ulcer as a local factor more pertinent to the question of
whether or not surgical debridement should be
employed. Surgical treatment of undermining is also
addressed in a separate CQ as a factor resistant to

the general state of the patientS
s physical health as
well as the condition of the specific area targeted for
intervention.
As indicated in thehAlgorithm on the prevention

conservative treatment.
Further, given the fact that even deep ulcers（D3）
do not always require reconstructive surgery but may
be treated successfully with conservative treatments

and management of pressure ulcersi（Fig. 1）
, surgical intervention is seen as one option for local

that promote granulation tissue formation to achieve
wound closure, the general topic of surgical treatment

treatment of pressure ulcers.
Importantly,\ Pressure ulcer present Sin the
hAlgorithm on surgical interventioni（Fig. 3）is to
be understood as referring to patients who have

has been divided into surgical debridement and
reconstructive surgery for more separate discussion.
In addition, the use of negative pressure wound
therapy（NPWT）to treat wounds resulting from the

already received systemic care and predictive assessment, but whose existing pressure ulcers have proved

removal of necrotic tissue following surgical debridement is considered in CQ in this section.

resistant to conservative forms of treatment, such as
topical agent and dressing.
Determining the optimal area of the pressure ulcer
to be treated with surgical intervention and deciding
the best timing for the procedure are often difficult.

CQ 3. 1：Is surgical debridement indicated when
signs of infection/inflammation of the pressure ulcer
are present?
［Recommendation］Surgical debridement may be

For this reason, we have decided to discuss the

conducted if there is evidence of pus, foul odor, or
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osteomyelitis accompanying the infection.
［Rating］C1

2 ）Galpin JE, Chow AW, Bayer AS, et al：Sepsis
associated with decubitus ulcers. Am J Med, 61（3）
：

［Analysis］Surgical debridement should be considered when infected pressure ulcers prove resistant
to systemic antibiotic administration or topical

346-350, 1986.（Evidence level: IV）
3 ）National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel：Surgery for

antiseptics and dressings. Local abscesses and retention fluid should be lanced and drained to prevent
expansion into surrounding intact tissue and/or

Pressure Ulcers. Prevention and treatment of press-

progression to systemic sepsis.
The presence of hardened and thickened necrotic
tissue（ eschar ）accompanied by fever, local inflammation（ redness, swelling, and pain ）
, and foul

2009.

ure ulcers: clinical practice guideline, 96-99, National
Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, Washington DC,
4）Ratliff CR, Tomaselli N：WOCN update on evidencebased guideline for pressure ulcers. J Wound Ostomy
Continence Nurs, 37（5）
：459-460, 2010.

odor may point to an underlying pus-filled abscess.
For this reason an incision into a portion of the

5 ）Simpson AH, Deakin M, Latham JM：Chronic

necrotic tissue is recommended to confirm the
1）
presence of pus . Especially in cases in which the
nidus of infection in the necrotic tissue has caused

resection on infection-free survival. J Bone Joint Surg

sepsis, it is strongly recommended that first, the
abscess be incised and the sinus and fistula be drained
as soon as possible, and second, that the necrotic
tissue be removed completely if the patientS
s condition allows.
Indeed the efficacy of surgical debridement in
controlling infections associated with pressure ulcers
has been corroborated by the findings of a controlled
2）
study . Furthermore, two guidelines issued by
3）
4）
NPUAP/ EPUAP and WOCN assign thehStrength
of Evidenceirating of C to surgical debridement in
the presence of advancing cellulitis, crepitus, fluctuance, and/or sepsis secondary to ulcer-related

CQ 3.2：What is the optimal timing for the surgical
debridement of necrotic tissue in pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］
1. Surgical debridement may be considered when a
clear line of demarcation between necrotic and
healthy tissue is visible.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
2. Surgical debridement is considered when preexisting infection has been brought under control.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］In cases in which infection has resulted
in tissue necrosis, any attempt to remove the necrotic
tissue too rapidly may result in severe pain and
bleeding in the wound margins. Surgical debridement

infection. The remaining sources dealing with surgical
interventions for the treatment of infection are
general, textbook descriptions with limited utility.
There are at present no high-level studies dealing
with the efficacy of surgical treatment of osteomyelitis
accompanying pressure ulcers. However, a cohort
study comprising 50 cases of osteomyelitis unrelated
to pressure ulcers has reported a lowered recurrence
rate following wide resectioning of degraded bone
5）
tissue .
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is recommended after the acute phase（ about 3
weeks）when the demarcation line between necrotic
tissue and the surrounding intact tissue has become
1, 2）
clear .
Necrotic tissue which is allowed to remain within
the wound bed or on the edges of the pressure ulcers
may evolve into a nidus of infection and impede the
wound healing process. For this reason, the two
guidelines previously cited recommend not only
surgical but also autolytic, enzymatic, mechanical, or
biosurgical（maggot therapy）debridement as treat1, 2）
ment options .
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CQ 3.3：Is surgical incision or debridement recommended if undermining is present?
［ Recommendation ］Surgical incision or debridement may be considered for treating undermining
which fails to respond to more conservative treat-

CQ 3.4：When is surgical debridement indicated?
［Recommendation］
1. Conservative treatments are the preferred
option, but surgical debridement may be performed
when infection/inflammatory signs are under control.
［Rating］C1
2. Surgical debridement may be considered for
patients with a D3 or D4 pressure ulcer.

ments.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］The presence of undermining raises the
possibility of necrotic tissue underlying the formation.
In such cases, surgical intervention to lance and drain,
or debride, the abscess, sinus tract, or bursa should be
considered if no improvement results from more
conservative treatments such as wound cleansing, or
application of topical agents. However, a thorough
systemic assessment should be made, including an
assessment of the patientS
s propensity to bleed, before
the undermining is incised with the aid of the
1）
appropriate tools to stop bleeding . In cases of
pressure ulcers of long duration or with an exceptionally large cavity（DESIGN score of P3 or higher）,

［Rating］C1
3. Surgical debridement may be considered according to the location of the infected pressure ulcer, the
volume and extent of the necrotic tissue, the blood
supply to the surrounding tissue, and the patient's
level of pain tolerance.
［Ratingl］C1
［Analysis］Surgical debridement is generally indicated when the pressure ulcer infection has been
brought under control and the necrotic tissue or
degraded granulation tissue fails to respond to
conservative treatments. The NPUAP/EPUA and
WOCN guidelines recommendh maintenance debridementifor the acute phase.
This form of treatment is indicated for wound stage
D3 or deeper. Due to the long recovery period

surgical incision of the undermining should be
2）
3）
considered . On the other hand, Kosaka et al . argue

required when the pressure ulcer has invaded muscle
tissue and penetrated to the bone（ D4 ）
, surgical

that a preoperative incision to the skin overlying the
undermining may lead to scar contracture and
hamper reconstructive flap surgery; hence the
undermining should be allowed to remain if there is no
infection. However, in cases in which surgical

debridement is recommended in order to expedite
3）
recovery .
As indicated above, surgical debridement can prove

intervention is ruled out, incision of the pocket is still
preferable to only continuing more conservative

either too invasive or insufficient. This fact needs to be
considered pre-operatively when evaluating the
balance of risk and benefit of the procedure to the
1, 2, 4, 5）
.
patient

forms of treatment.
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for reconstructive surgery for pressure ulcers, but
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［Analysis］Surgical reconstruction is indicated for
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necrotic tissue have been removed by systemic,
conservative, physiotherapeutic, or surgical treat-

ment of wounds following debridement of infectious or
necrotic tissue.

ment. If the decision is made to perform surgical
debridement and reconstructive surgery simultaneously, any tissues involved in the pressure ulcer

［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］Negative pressure wound therapy
（ NPWT ）is designed to control the wound healing

such as skin, granulation tissue, necrotic tissue,
subdermal sinuses, abscesses, bursae, and bone must
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there is no significant difference in the cure rate
2）
between simultaneous and two-stage surgery .
Within the past several years, three retrospective

process under negative pressure conditions by
covering the whole wound surface with an airtight
dressing.

case controlled studies have been published comparing the recurrence rate among patients who received
3−5）
. However, due to
underwent surgical procedures
the small number of cases in each study, and the lack
of standardization or uniformity in perioperative
management and care, the cure and recurrence rates
claimed by these reports cannot be assessed with any
accuracy.
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［Analysis］The following is evidence pertaining to
co-morbidity risk factors for pressure ulcer development.
A study involving participants with no pressure
ulcers at the time of admission to a chronic care
hospital reported a correlation between cerebrovascular accidents and the development of pressure
1）
ulcers . Further, according to a study of the database
2）

of nursing homes , as well as the results of a study
3）
conducted under similar conditions , pelvic fractures,
diabetes mellitus, and peripheral vascular disease

CQ 4 General management
CQ 4.1：Which underlying medical conditions may

were found to be positively correlated to the incidence
of pressure ulcer formation. Similarly, the outpatient
records of 75, 158 cases demonstrated a positive

entail the risk of leading to pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］Pelvic fractures, diabetes mellitus, cerebro-vascular diseases, and spinal cord

correlation between pressure ulcer formation and
malignant tumors, Alzheimer S
s disease, congestive
heart failure, rheumatoid arthritis, osteoporosis, deep

injuries potentially lead to pressure ulcer formation
due to patient immobility.
［Rating］C1

venous thrombosis, diabetes mellitus, urinary tract
infections, cerebro-vascular diseases, Parkinson S
s
disease and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. In
addition, the Wound Healing Society in the United
States has reported spinal cord injuries as a risk factor
in the development of pressure ulcers.
The disease states mentioned above may be
considered risk factors for the development of
pressure ulcers. However, other reports contradict
these findings. For the purposes of the present
guidelines, the comorbidity findings for pelvic fractures, diabetes mellitus, cerebro-vascular accidents, as
well as the spinal injuries mentioned by the American
guidelines are cited for their potential relevance as
risk factors.

Fig. 4 Algorithm illustrating options for general management of pressure ulcer prevention

Fig. 5 Algorithm illustrating general management after occurrence of pressure ulcer
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CQ 4. 2：What form of nutritional intervention is
recommended for the prevention of pressure ulcers in
malnourished patients?
［ Recommendation ］For patients suffering from
protein-energy malnutrition（ PEM ）, using a enhanced energy and protein supplement after due
consideration of any underlying conditions is recommended.
［Rating］B
［ Analysis ］A high-calorie, high-protein dietary
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supplement was found to be effective in promoting
healing of pressure ulcers among PEM（ proteinenergy malnutrition ）patients who are unable to
obtain the requisite quantities of these nutrients from
1, 2）
their regular meals .
According to the Cochrane Database Systematic
1）
Review , four studies examined the effects of dietary
supplementation on pressure ulcers. In these studies
the addition of 200 kcal to the total daily caloric intake
over 15 days markedly decreased the rate of
occurrence of pressure ulcers in comparison with the
control group（ 295 cases, or 40. 6%; 377 cases, or
3）
47.2% ） . A study of the effect of supplemental
feeding in patients with femoral fractures similarly
demonstrated an improvement in clinical course, in
4）
addition to diminished incidence of complications .

tion of pressure ulcers in hip-fracture patients. Clin
Nutr, 22（4）：401-405, 2003.（Level II）

CQ 4. 3：How should patients incapable of oral
intake of nutrition and hydration be fed?
［ Recommendation ］Consider supplying the required nutrition by enteral tube-feeding. When this is
not possible, consider parenteral feeding.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Although a randomized controlled trial
demonstrated that tube feeding clearly increased food
intake and resulted in significantly higher albumin
and total protein levels after 1.2 weeks in comparison
with the control group（ p ＜ 0. 001 ）, no significant
effect was seen in terms of pressure ulcer prevention.
There are in fact no useful studies on the relationship
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between the method of feeding and pressure ulcer
prevention, and existing recommendations are based
on expert opinion or represent the perspective of
particular guidelines. The NPUAP/EPUAP quick
reference guide states that patients should be fed by
enteral tube or intravenously if oral food intake is
2）
insufficient .
Similarly, the Japanese guidelines for intravenous
and enteral feeding state that enteral feeding should
be used as much as possible in cases where oral food
intake is insufficient, and that intravenous feeding
should be performed if enteral feeding is not possible
3）
or insufficient . The manner in which the patient is
fed should be decided after due consideration of the
prognosis, goals of treatment, and individual differences.
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CQ 4. 4：What indices can be used to assess the
level of malnutrition as a risk factor for pressure
ulcers?
［Recommendation］
1. In the absence of inflammation or dehydration,
serum albumin levels may be used.
［Rating］C1
2. Rate of weight loss may be considered for use.
［Rating］C1
3. Consider using the rate of food intake or the
amount of food consumption as an index.
［Rating］C1
4. Consider using Subjective Global Assessment
（SGA）
.
［Rating］C1
5. Mini Nutritional Assessment（ MNA ）may be

used with elderly patients.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］Normally in a clinical setting, biochemical measures such as serum albumin levels, as well
as physiological parameters, food intake rate, and
nutritional assessment and screening tools are used to
assess risk.
In analytical epidemiological studies of pressure
ulcer risk, total protein, serum albumin, and prealbumin values are examined to determine risk.
Among these, the serum albumin or prealbumin level
is a commonly used index of pressure ulcer risk. Low
serum albumin values indicate high risk for pressure
1−7）

ulcers

. Values below 3.5 g/dl indicate a particularly
1−6）
However, because the serum albumin
high risk.
level varies depending on inflammation, dehydration
and other factors, this index merits a Recommendation Rating of no higher than C1.
Body weight measurements can be performed
easily without the aid of special apparatuses, and is
the most convenient tool for assessing the nutritional
state of the patient. Decrease in body weight is
thought to be a risk factor for pressure ulcers. Among
newly patients at the Stage III or IV pressure ulcers, a
decrease in % usual body weight（UBW）is reported8）
ly correlated to increased pressure ulcer risk .
Haydock and Hill report that moderately to severely
under-nourished surgical patients showed a decrease
in body weight of 9.6% and 19.6%, respectively, and
wound healing was impaired more than in patients
9）
assessed to be in\goodScondition（p ＜ 0.001） . In
a cohort study examining the risk for pressure ulcers
at Stage II or higher among in-patients who were
either bed-ridden or confined to a sitting position, a
decrease in body weight was reported to be a
significant risk factor for pressure ulcer
10）
development . According to the EAUAP nutritional
guidelines, undesirable weight loss, defined as weight
loss exceeding 10% of normal body weight over 6
months, or exceeding 5% over 1 months, may point to
malnutrition, and requires regular monitoring of the
11）
patientS
s body weight . On the basis of the quality of
the publications from which this information is taken,
the recommendations given here merit the rating of
C1.
Although there is not sufficient evidence establishing a relationship between eating rate and
pressure ulcers, among the cases of pressure ulcer
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documented in Japan, a rate of food intake below 75%
of food offered has been documented in 48% of
12）
pressure ulcer patients . Further, the amount of food
intake is one of the categories included on the Braden
Scale for pressure ulcer risk assessment, with a rate of
food intake below 50% thought to entail a significantly
13）
higher risk for pressure ulcer development . Use of
the food intake rate as an index of malnutrition is
assigned a recommendation rating of C1.
The Subjective Global Assessment, published by
Detsky et al. in 1987, is widely used as a comparatively
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［ Recommendation ］If physical examination findings or test results indicate advancing cellulitis and

CQ 4. 6：Which antibiotics（ antimicrobials ）are
recommended for treating infection?

osteomyelitis, necrotizing fasciitis, bacteremia, or
sepsis, consider administering systemic antibiotics. If
only symptoms of local infection are found, administra-

［ Recommendation ］Consider using empiric antibiotics to suspected pathogens common in clinical
settings. Reconsider using more specific antibiotics to

tion of systemic antibiotics need not be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］An effort was made to identify specific

pathogens by referring the results of susceptibility
testing.
［Rating］C1

disease states in cases of infected pressure ulcers
which required the systemic administration of antibiotics. However, given the generally accepted notion
that failure to administer systemic antibiotics entails

［Analysis］There are no studies at present indicating the best choice of systemic antibiotic for infected
pressure ulcers. In the NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines,
\ Antibiotics should be chosen based on confirmed

an intolerable risk to the patientS
s health, there are no
controlled studies examining the differences in the

antibiotic susceptibilities of the suspected or known
pathogens. For life-threatening infections, empiric

effect of administering or not administering systemic
antibiotics. Our recommendations here are therefore
based on published guidelines or reviews. The
NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines recommend using\ sys-

antibiotics should be based on local antimicrobial
susceptibility patterns, and re-evaluated when defini1）
tive cultures become available S . In the present
guidelines as well, the immediate administration of
antibiotics appropriate to the suspected pathogen is
recommended.

temic antibiotics for individuals with clinical evidence
of systemic infection, such as positive blood cultures,
cellulitis, fasciitis, osteomylelitis, systemic inflammatory response syndrome, or sepsis, if consistent with
1）
the individual S
s goals S . The WOCN guidelines
similarly endorse the view that systemic antibiotics
should be administered, as needed, in cases of
bacteremia, sepsis, advancing cellulitis and
2）
osteomyelitis .
From a clinical point-of-view, if the physical
examination findings or the test results are found to
correspond to the condition of a given patient,
consider the administration of systemic antibiotics.
However, for cases in which the infection is local, there
is no evidence to support the use of systemic
antibiotics. For such cases, refer to the sections
dealing with conservative treatment or surgical
treatment.
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CQ 4.7：Which underlying conditions may pose a
risk of prolonging the healing of pressure ulcers?
［ Recommendation ］Malignant tumors and cardiovascular diseases should be considered as factors
which may prolong the healing of pressure ulcers.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］Evidence relating to co-morbidity diagnoses was assembled because of their potential
importance as factors influencing the healing of
pressure ulcers, including chronic wounds. The
majority of the information found was comprised of
expert opinions and case reports, with only two
analytical-epidemiological and case-controlled
1, 2）
studies .
The rate of healing in pressure ulcers among
cardiovascular patients was found to be significantly
lower according to a cohort study of pressure ulcer
1）
patients . According to the findings of another cohort
study of cancer patients with pressure ulcers and
2）
other types of skin ulcer , cancer patients showed a
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significant lower rate of healing than non-cancer
patients. Further, according to expert opinion in
3）
Japan , the exacerbation of diabetes mellitus, malignancies, liver cirrhosis, or peripheral vascular disease
impeded the healing rate of pressure ulcers.
In summary, malignancies and cardiovascular
diseases can be cited as comorbidity factors which
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CQ 4.8：Should a nutritional screening and assessment be performed for pressure ulcer patients?
［ Recommendation ］A nutritional screening and
assessment and nutritional intervention may be
considered if required.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Assessing the nutritional status of the
pressure ulcer patient and instituting the nutritional
regimen most appropriate for each case has been
found to contribute to improving the patient S
s
1）
health . The NPUAP/EPUAP quick reference
2）
guide also recommends that screening and assessment of the patientS
s nutritional status be conducted
when the patient is admitted to hospital, shows
changes in health condition, or shows evidence of
retardation of wound healing.

treatment of pressure ulcers：quick reference guide,
National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, Washington

CQ 4.9：How much nutrition in general should be
provided to pressure ulcer patients?
［Recommendation］
1. In order to ensure adequate energy for healing of
pressure ulcers, recommend providing patients with
1.5 times the basal energy expenditure（BEE）
.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. Recommend providing additional protein as
required.
［Rating］B
［ Analysis ］Two systematic reviews have ex1, 2）
amined the effect of nutrition on pressure ulcers .
The NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines recommend 30〜35
kcal/kg of body weight as the basic energy
3）
4）
requirement . A randomized controlled study of
nutritional intervention in patients with pressure
ulcers found that the intervention group, who were
given 300 kcal in addition to their daily diet（ 1. 55
times the BEE ）, showed a significantly greater
reduction in wound surface area and a faster wound
healing rate 8 weeks after the intervention than the
control group, who were given only 1. 16 times the
BEE. Because this study eliminated factors unrelated
to nutrition and used the same nutritional source for
all of its subjects, it merits the Recommendation
rating of B.
With regard to the quantity of protein in the diet,
greater reduction in the wound surface area was seen
in patients who had received large quantities of
protein（energy ratio 25%）via enteral tube feeding
compared to those who had received only the
5）
standard diet . Further, a group of under-nourished
patients who had received large quantities of protein
in their diet either via enteral tube feeding or as a
dietary supplement（24% protein; 61g/L）reportedly
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showed a greater reduction in wound surface area
after 8 weeks compared to the group who had
6）
received only 14% protein（ 37g/L ） . However,
because the number of subjects was small and the

Am Geriatr Soc, 41（4）
：357-362, 1993.（Level II）
7）Cereda E, Gini A, Pedrolli C, et al：Disease-specific,
versus standard, nutritional support for the treatment
of pressure ulcers in institutionalized older adults：a

experimental design was inadequate, these data have
been assigned a low Evidence Level. On the other
hand, a randomized controlled study examining the
effect of providing patients with a diet augmented
with larger quantities of specific nutrients as required,
demonstrated an improved PUSH scores and wound
healing rate in the intervention group, although a
comparison of energy content and amount of added
protein with wound healing rate and PUSH scores
7）
showed no difference . However, the study employed
a relatively small number of cases and failed to explain
the relationship between individual nutrients, pressure ulcer healing rate, and PUSH scores. The
3）
NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines recommend 1.25〜1.5g/
3）
kg/day according to the severity of the symptoms ,
but because there are no recent studies on the basis of
which specific recommendations can be made, we
have not indicated any specific amount for protein
supplementation.
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CQ 4.10：Should the diet of pressure ulcer patients
be supplemented with any specific nutrients?
［ Recommendation ］Patients Sdiet may be supplemented with zinc, arginine, and ascorbic acid to
prevent deficiencies of these nutrients.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］Of the systematic reviews examining
nutritional supplementation for the prevention and
healing of pressure ulcers, one deals specifically with
the supplementation of zinc, while two are concerned
1）
specifically with ascorbic acid .
With regard to zinc, one study reported no
significant difference in pressure ulcer healing rate
between ten individuals who had been administered
200mg/day of zinc sulphate and eight individuals who
2）
had been administered a placebo over 1〜2 months .
However, the study was inadequate because of the
small number of cases, and the lack of clarity
regarding the treatment procedures, food intake,
nutritional status, and serum zinc level. The NPUAP/
3）
EPUAP guidelines recommend that 40mg/day or
more of zinc be given as a nutritional supplement to
patients with zinc deficiency. However, because there
are no high-evidence level studies examining the
efficacy of zinc supplementation for pressure ulcer
healing, the information discussed here has been
assigned a Recommendation Rating of C1.
4, 5）
Randomized controlled trials examining the therapeutic effect of ascorbic acid on pressure ulcer
healing found that 500 mg of ascorbic acid administered twice daily over one month resulted in a 85%
reduction in wound surface area compared with 43%
for the placebo group. However, because each group
in the study was comprised of only ten subjects, and
because there are no other studies providing useful
information, we have confined our recommendation

6）Breslow RA, Hallfrisch J, Guy DG, et al：The impor-

only to supplementing the patientS
s diet with enough
ascorbic acid to prevent a deficiency.
Only one historical controlled study dealing with
6）
arginine supplementation exists to date . In this

tance of dietary protein in healing pressure ulcers. J

study, 18 functional spinal injury patients who were

a very high-protein liquid formula on decubitus ulcers
healing in long term tube-fed institutionalized patients. J Am Diet Assoc, 90：A-130, 1990.（Level II）
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also suffering from pressure ulcers were given 9g/day
of arginine until the pressure ulcers completely
healed. The rate of healing was then compared with
that of the control group consisting of patients who
had been treated in the past for spinal injuries. The
result indicated that the period required for total
healing of the pressure ulcers in the experimental
group was significantly shorter than that for the
control. However, because the control group used in
the study consisted of patients who had been involved
in a separate, past study, and because there was
inadequate information regarding nutritional status
and lack of uniformity in the conditions, we were
unable to assign a Recommendation Rating higher
than C1.
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［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A study of the economic viability of a
nutrition support team（ NST ）in pressure ulcer
management found that two years after deployment,
the incidence of pressure ulcers fell from 14. 9% to
5.85%（roughly 1/3 of the original rate）in the study
population and that the cost of treating pressure
ulcers substantially fell in the second year of the NSTS
s operations. Two other studies have reported similar
findings with regard to the economic viability of the
2, 3）
NST . Another study reported an improvement in
the patientsScondition as a result of intervention by
the NST, but because the number of cases was small,
no statistical data were given.
The EPUAP nutritional guidelines recommend that
for grade III and IV pressure ulcers, a multidisciplinary team assess the basic metabolic rate of
the patient and monitor the amount of exudates from
5）
the wound .
All of the studies examined are unanimous in
asserting the need for preventive intervention and
recommend appropriate nutritional assessment, as
well as intervention by the registered dietician or the
NST. However, none of the studies mentioned gives
specific data concerning the efficacy of this form of
intervention in promoting pressure ulcer healing.

and treatment of pressure ulcers：clinical practice
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CQ 4.11：Should a registered dietician or multidisciplinary nutritional team participate in the care of
pressure ulcer patients?
［ Recommendation ］Participation by a registered
dietician or multidisciplinary nutrition support team
in the care of pressure ulcer patients may be
recommended.
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（Japanese）
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Fig. 6 Algorithm illustrating preventive care options

Fig. 7 Algorithm illustrating care options after occurrence of pressure ulcer

al guidelines for pressure ulcer prevention and
treatment. Registered charity No：1066856, Euro-

group showed a significantly greater increase in body
weight 12 weeks after commencement of the study
compared with the control group（p ＜ 0.001）,which
1）
showed no change in body weight at all . Further, the

pean Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, 2003.

CQ 4.12：Should body weight be used as a means of
assessing the efficacy of nutritional supplementation
in pressure ulcer patients?
［Recommendation］Recommend using body weight
as a means of assessing the effectiveness of nutritional
supplementation if edema or dehydration can be ruled
out.
［Rating］B
［Analysis］A randomized controlled study examining the effectiveness of nutritional intervention in
pressure ulcer patients found that the intervention

wound size in the intervention group decreased more
rapidly than in the control group（p ＜ 0.001）. The
results of this study have been deemed reliable
because factors unrelated to nutrition but affecting
the pressure ulcers were controlled. Accordingly,
body weight is recommended as an index for
assessing whether the patient has received adequate
nutrition.
2）
Further, the NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines recommend that, if the body weight of a pressure ulcer
patient decreases, the patient should be given
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sufficient calories to restore body weight. However,
edema and dehydration should first be ruled out as

stract）
3）Imai K, Kadowaki T, Aizawa Y：Standardized indi-

potential causes of fluctuations in body weight.

ces of mortality among persons with spinal cord
injury：Accelerated aging process. Ind Health, 42
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CQ 5 Rehabilitation
CQ 5.1：Which factors account for pressure ulcer
development in chronic spinal cord injury patients?
［Recommendation］For patients with a history of
pressure ulcers, vigilance is recommended to prevent
recurrence.
［Rating］B
1）
［ Analysis ］A systematic review which has examined the factors leading to pressure ulcer development among chronic spinal cord injury patients found
gender（greater susceptibility of men）,length of time
following appearance of the wound, complete injury
rather than partial injury, the presence of deep vein
thrombosis, presence of pneumonia, history of pressure ulcers, to be relevant factors. No relationship was
found between age and degree of injury. Among

CQ 5.2：Which methods are effective for preventing pressure ulcer development in spinal cord injury
patients?
［ Recommendation ］Conducting rehabilitation
while monitoring interface pressure may be considered.
［Rating］C1
1）
［ Analysis ］Hirose et al . have compared the
length of time that elapsed between discharge from
hospital following treatment for pressure ulcers and
readmission for recurrence among patients who
received rehabilitation either with or without monitoring interface pressure. The results of the study
demonstrated a significantly lower incidence of
recurrence among patients when their interface
pressure was monitored during rehabilitation（ p ＜
2−4）
0.02）.Further, three separate studies on pressure
ulcer prevention for spinal cord injury patients
performed at multiple rehabilitation facilities in Japan
reported that seat-type pressure measuring devices
are extremely useful in gauging pressure on the
buttocks and in providing feedback to the patient
during rehabilitation. On this basis, we have assigned
the recommendation rating of C1 to this section.
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vidually planned visits for self-care guidance and
livelihood support by co-medical staff could prevent
pressure ulcer recurrence in a patient with spinal
injury. Jpn J PU, 132-136, 2010.（ Level V ）

［Rating］B
［Analysis］A randomized controlled trial involving
57 patients in two orthopaedic wards examined the
effect of limiting the time patients could sit in chairs
1）

placed near their beds . The study indicated that
limiting sitting time to two hours or less resulted in a

（Japanese, English abstract）

CQ 5.3：What type of cushion should be used with
elderly patients in a seated position to prevent
pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］A pressure-redistributing seat
cushion for individuals with spinal cord injury is
recommended to prevent pressure ulcer development
while seated.
［Rating］B
［Analysis］A randomized controlled trial comparing the efficacy of three types of pressureredistributing seat cushions designed for spinal cord
injury patients with that of a segmented foam cushion

significantly lower rate of pressure ulcer formation
compared to unlimited sitting time（p ＜ 0.001）. The
NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines, which cite the same
study, assign the data a recommendation rating of B
and endorse the view that seating time should be
limited, although they do offer specific recommenda2）
tions on the length of sitting time .
On the basis of these considerations, we have also
decided to recommend only that seating time be
limited without offering any specific recommendations regarding permissible seating time.
References

1）

（ 8cm in thickness ）in preventing pressure ulcers
found that while the rate of pressure ulcer development decreased significantly in the tissue overlying
the ischial bone as a result of the use of pressureredistributing seat cushions（p = 0.04）
, there was no
measurable change in the rate of pressure ulcer
development in the coccyx and sacral areas. However,
there is a case report published in Japan claiming that
the application of a segmented air cushion 10 cm in
thickness to the ischial area of three elderly patients
2）
did not result in the development of pressure ulcers .
On the basis of these data, the methods discussed here
are assigned a recommendation rating of B.
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CQ 5.5：At what intervals should the seated individual be repositioned?
［Recommendation］Repositioning every 15 min is
recommended for seated individuals who are capable

1 ）Brienza D, Kelsey S, Karg P, et al：A randomized
clinical trial on preventing pressure ulcers with
wheelchair seat cushions. J Am Geriatr Soc, 58：
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2）Hirose H, Tanaka H, Mawaki A, et al: Case studies of
coccygeal pressure ulcers caused by improper
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：54-60, 2011.
（Level V）
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CQ 5.4：Should limitations be set on the length of
time in which the individual remains continuously
seated?
［ Recommendation ］Limitations on sitting time
should be set if the elderly individual is unable to
reposition without assistance.

of changing their body position without assistance.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］There are no published studies to date
addressing the question of optimal intervals for body
repositioning for wheelchair-bound individuals who
are capable of changing their body position without
1）
assistance. However, the WOCN guidelines , as well
2）
as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid , recommend an interval of 15 minutes.
On the basis of this information, we recommend
that wheelchair-bound individuals capable of repositioning on their own do so at regular 15 minute
intervals, although it should be noted that there is no
clear evidence endorsing this recommendation.
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Washington DC, 2009.
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CQ 5. 6：Should the individual S
s posture while
seated be considered?
［Recommendation］The alignment and balance of
the seated individualS
s body should be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］To date there exist only one case report
and two guidelines addressing the question of the
effect that prolonged sitting has on pressure ulcers.
1）
According to the case report , three patients at a
nursing home for elderly with shallow ulcers in the
coccygeal area underwent rehabilitation with the
assistance of a trained physical therapist who chose
body positions and support surfaces according to
exercise physiological principles to lessen pressure on
the wounds. As a result of this treatment, the pressure
ulcers healed successfully even while the patients
remained in their wheelchair. The NPUAP/EPUAP
guidelines recommend\ selecting a posture that is
acceptable for the individual and minimizes the

CQ 5.7：Should donut-type devices be used?
［ Recommendation ］Donut-type devices are not
recommended.
［Rating］D
［Analysis］A case report investigating the effect of
various types of cushion on the development of
pressure ulcers in hospitalized elderly patients
indicated that donut-shaped devices either conduced
to the development of pressure ulcers or worsened
1）
existing cases . The NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines
similarly recommend,\Avoid use of synthetic sheepskin pads; cutout, ring, or donut type devices; and
2）
water-filled gloves S . The WOCN guidelines also
state,\Avoid foam rings, foam cutouts, or donut type
3）
devicesS .
The preponderance of evidence suggests that
donut-shaped devices should be avoided; recommendation rating D.
References
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V）

pressures and shear exerted on the skin and soft
2）
tissuesS . The WOCN guidelines also statehspecial

2 ）National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel and Euro-

attention to the individual's anatomy, postural align3）
ment, distribution of weighti .
On the basis of the above information, measures to
prevent pressure ulcer development can be implemented even while the patient remains confined to
a sitting position; recommendation rating C1.
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CQ 5.8：What kind of physical modality can be used
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to treat muscular atrophy?
［ Recommendation ］Consider using electric stimulation therapy.
［Rating］C1
1）
［Analysis］Although there is a case report and a
2）
case series examining the use of neuromuscular

guideline. National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel,

electric stimulation therapy to treat muscular atro-
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phy, these reports are concerned only with how to
maintain muscular layer thickness and what changes
to make in the daily activity of individuals, but do not
address the issue of pressure ulcer prevention. The
review of the literature pertaining to this topic is of a
general nature, discussing the effect on muscle crosssectional area, but omitting discussion of pressure
ulcers. Moreover, the two case reports cited earlier
focus on electric stimulation therapy using implanted
electrodes, while their remarks concerning surface
electrodes are based solely on expert opinion. For
these reasons, while the use of electric stimulation
therapy to treat muscular atrophy can have positive
effects on the prevention of pressure ulcers, their use

movement and decreasing the size of pressure ulcers,
but fails to offer precautionary advice on how to
implement passive exercises, and recommends passive exercises involving the elbow and knee joints for
treatment of pressure ulcers in the sacral region.
These reports fail to clarify whether such exercises
are sufficient completely to prevent joint contracture.
However, because passive exercises are effective in
maintaining or improving range of movement, which
in turn can prevent joint contracture, they have been
assigned the recommendation rating of C1.
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CQ 5.9：What kind of therapeutic exercise can be

motion exercise for treatment of stage IV pressure

used to treat joint contracture?
［Recommendation］Consider using passive range
of motion exercises.
［Rating］C1
1−3）
［Analysis］Three randomized controlled studies
4）
and one case report discuss the use of therapeutic
exercise to treat joint contracture in individuals at

ulcer in late-stage elderly. Nihon Kango Gakkai
Ronbunsyu Rounenkango, 38：155-157, 2007.（Level
V）
（Japanese）

CQ 5.10：Should tissue overlying bony prominences be massaged?

risk of developing pressure ulcers. Neither report
found therapeutic exercise to be effective in preventing joint contracture and in addition make no mention

［Recommendation］Massaging areas covering bony
prominences is not recommended.
［Rating］D
［Analysis］One systematic review and two rando-

of pressure ulcers. In another case report, Shimizu
addresses the issue of joint contracture and therapeutic exercise and claims that the use of passive

mized controlled trials examine the use of massage in
pressure ulcer care and management. In the systema1）
tic review , although claims are made regarding the

exercises was effective in improving the range of

efficacy of massage therapy in improving skin
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temperature and subcutaneous blood circulation, none
of these claims are supported by statistically signifi-

healed successfully even while the patients remained
2）
in their wheelchair. The NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines

cant findings. Further, the same work indicates that a
large number of studies reviewed recommend avoiding massaging bony prominences. A randomized
2）
controlled trial involving 144 subjects scoring 20 or
lower on the Braden Scale and at high risk of pressure

recommend re-evaluating the patients Spressure
ulcer state, and on the basis of the findings, selecting

ulcers examined the use of skin cream when
massaging the individual. The study found that there
was no statistical difference in the rate of pressure

using the wheelchair. For these reasons, the methods
described above are assigned the recommendation
rating of C1.

ulcer development in relation to the use of skin cream
3）
when massaging. The WOCN guidelines also state
that strong massaging should be avoided. In sum-

an appropriate cushion, limiting sitting time, and
determining the effects of posture to avoid pressure
on the wound area to enable the patient to continue
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CQ 5.11：How can daily use of the wheelchair by
patients with shallow pressure ulcers be facilitated?
［ Recommendation ］A suitable sitting posture, an
appropriate support cushion, and limitation on sitting
time may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］To date there exist only one case report
and two guidelines addressing the question of what
effect a sitting posture has on pressure ulcers.
1）
According to the case report , three patients at an

CQ 5. 12：What kind of physical modality can be
used for patients with infected pressure ulcers?
［ Recommendation ］Hydrotherapy may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］The NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines state
considering a course of whirlpool for reducing
1）
bioburden and infection . Although hydrotherapy
providing agitation and turbulence to the water by
mixing air and water by turbines in a tank has not
been found to effective in suppressing infection,
2）
according to expert opinion it is effective in reducing
the bacterial load in wounds, thereby promoting
wound healing. For this reason this form of therapy
has been assigned the recommendation rating of C1.
References
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and treatment of pressure ulcers：clinical practice

elderly care facility with shallow ulcers in the
coccygeal area underwent rehabilitation with the
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CQ 5. 13：What kind of physical modality can be
used for pressure ulcers containing necrotic tissue?
［Recommendation］Consider hydrotherapy or pulsatile lavage with or without suction.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Based on expert opinion, the NPUAP/
1）
EPUAP guidelines state to consider a course of
whirlpool as an adjunct for wound cleansing and
facilitating healing. The same guidelines further state
to consider a course of pulsatile lavage with suction
for wound cleansing and debridement. In Japan the
Hubbard tank is used in wound cleansing procedures,
but no studies assessing its efficacy have been
published to date. Given these considerations, the
methods described here have been assigned the
recommendation rating of C1.
References
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CQ 5. 14：What kind of physical modality can be
used to promote wound reduction?
［Recommendation］
1. Implementing electrical stimulation therapy is
recommended.
［Rating］B
2. Near infrared therapy, ultrasonic therapy, or
electromagnetic therapy may be considered.
［Rating］C1
1）
［Analysis］One meta-analysis and one systematic
2）
review have compared the relative efficacy of

near infrared therapy. These studies have found near
infrared therapy to be effective in promoting wound
reduction. Although near infrared irradiation was
found to increase blood flow in the wound periphery
7）
with significantly positive effects on wound healing ,
the mechanism underlying this phenomenon has not
yet been explained and for this reason this technique
has been assigned a recommendation rating of C1.
Ultrasound/ultraviolet-C irradiation has been found to
8）
reduce wound size , but the way in which each
intervention produces these results has not been
clarified. In addition, the one randomized controlled
12）
trial examining the efficacy of low-level laser irradiation on wound healing has not reported significant
8, 9）
improvement .
Although the systematic review of ultrasound
therapy has reported less than adequate results for
11）
this form of therapy, in a case report, Maeshige et al.
state that ultrasound therapy had a positive effect on
reducing wound size. For this reason, ultrasound
therapy has been assigned the recommendation
rating of C1.
12）
Non-thermal pulsed electromagnetic therapy
showed a positive effect on the reduction of wound
size, but this modality is assigned the recommendation rating of C1 due to the small size of randomized
clinical trial.
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reduction. On these grounds these methods have been
assigned the recommendation rating of B.
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according to scale, rendering their relative utility for
predicting, and therefore preventing, pressure ulcer
occurrence unclear at best. On the other hand, the
occurrence of pressure ulcers can be reduced if the
appropriate preventive interventions are conducted
on the basis of information obtained from risk
assessment scales.
2）
Another systematic review assessing the Braden,
Norton, and Waterlow scales in terms of the parameters of clinical judgment and predictive validity
subjected the odds ratio of the three scales（4.08, 2.16,
and 2.05, respectively）and the odds ratio of clinical
judgment（1.69）to meta-analysis and found that the
risk assessment scale was effective in predicting the
occurrence of pressure ulcers.
In summary, the reports given above demonstrate
that the use of risk assessment scales with the
appropriate interventions can reduce the rate of
occurrence of pressure ulcers significantly.
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CQ 6.2：Which risk assessment scale should generally be used?
［ Recommendation ］Use of the Braden Scale is

Wounds, 7（1）
：11-16, 1995.

recommended for most situations.

effects of non-thermal pulsed electromagnetic energy
on wound healing of pressure ulcers in spinal cord-

CQ 6 Risk assessment
CQ 6.1：Is risk assessment effective in predicting
the development of pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］Use of risk assessment scales
is recommended for predicting pressure ulcer development.
［Rating］B
1）
［Analysis］Deeks published a systematic review

［Rating］B
［ Analysis ］The efficacy of the Braden Scale and
the Norton Scale for predicting pressure ulcer
occurrence was examined in a cohort study using two
randomly assigned groups, the\ turning group Sin
which subjectsSbody position was rotated, and the
1）
\non-turning groupS . The results showed that the
subjects in the non-turning group developed Grade II

in which the validity of seven risk assessment scales,
namely, the Norton, Gosnell, Knoll, Braden, Waterlow,

or higher pressure ulcers at a significantly higher rate
than the turning group. Further, a comparison of the
sensitivity, specificity, and the odds ratio of both

PSPS, and Andersen scales, were evaluated in terms
of the parameters of sensitivity, specificity, and
pressure sore incidence rates. However, differences in
sample size and target population varied widely

scales, when applied to the non-turning group,
demonstrated the equivalence of these two scales.
An Internet search using\ Braden Scale Sas the
2）
key word produced a systematic review of nine
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studies dealing with the predictive validity of the
Braden Scale. However, due to the fact that the cut-off
value varied widely from 14〜20 points, no agreement
could be found among these studies.
3）
Another article dealing with a cohort study using
the Braden Scale found that use of this scale enabled a

References
1）Kaigawa K, Moriguchi T, Oka H, et al：Analysis of
the pressure ulcer risk in bedridden patients, Jpn
JPU, 8（ 1 ）：54-57, 2006.（ Level IV ）（ Japanese,
English abstract）

50〜60% reduction in the incidence of pressure ulcers,
as well as reductions in costs associated with specialty
bed rentals and pressure reduction mattress overlays.

CQ 6. 4：Which risk assessment scale is recommended for use with the elderly?

In summary, the Braden Scale has proved effective
in both predicting pressure ulcer occurrence as well
as reducing costs associated with pressure ulcer care.

［Recommendation］
1. The OH Scale may be used with bedridden
elderly patients.

As such, the adoption of this scale is recommended as
part of a prevention program.

［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
2. The K Scale may be used with bedridden elderly

References
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3 ）Bergstrom N, Braden B, Boynton P, et al：Using a
research-based assessment scale in clinical practice.
Nurs Clin North Am, 30（3）
：539-551, 1995.（Level
IV）

CQ 6. 3：What method of assessment used for
elderly patients?
［Recommendation］Assessing the risk factors for
pressure ulcer development may be considered.
［Rating］C1
1）
［ Analysis ］A retrospective cohort study of six
risk factors（basic mobility, morbid bony prominence,
articular contraction, malnutrition, skin moisture,
edema）stipulated by the Ministry of Health, Labor,
and Welfare in Supplement No. 4 of the Clinical
Practice for Pressure Ulcer Development（March 6,
2006）studied the odds ratio of two groups, the nonpressure ulcer group and the pressure ulcer group.
The study found the odds ratio of the 173 bedridden
subjects enrolled in the study to be 4. 0 for morbid
bony prominence, 15.9 for articular contraction, 3.8 for
malnutrition, and 3.1 for edema. Logistic regression

patients in hospital.
［Rating］C1
1）
［Analysis］A case control report using the Ohura
Risk Assessment Scale to evaluate four risk factors,
namely, the state of consciousness, degree of sacral
bony prominence, edema, and articular contracture in
95 pressure ulcer patients and 318 non-pressure ulcer
patients found a significant difference between the
total average score for the pressure ulcer group（6.7）
and that of the non-pressure ulcer group（3.4）
. The
Ohura Risk Assessment Scale has since been revised
and is now accepted as an highly accurate OH scale.
The reliability and predictive validity of the K Scale
have been examined in a prospective cohort study of
2）
hospitalized bedridden elderly patients . The study
found that in terms of reliability, the K Scale did not
require as high a level of experience or skill in the user
as the Braden Scale. Further, an assessment of the
predictive validity of the K Scale found the specificity
of the underlying subscales to be 29.0% whereas that
of the trigger subscales was 74. 2%. These results
demonstrated the clinical significance of the K Scale
as an effective tool for predicting the development of
pressure ulcers by observing the changes in interface
pressure, moisture, and shear within a short period of
time.
References
1）Fujioka M, Hamada Y：Usefulness of the Ohura risk

found the odds ratio for articular contraction to be
11.2, the largest figure obtained, indicating the
seriousness of this risk factor.

assessment scale for predicting pressure ulcer
development, Jpn J PU, 6（ 1 ）
：68-74, 2004.（ Level
IV）（Japanese, English abstract）
2）Okuwa M, Sanada H, Sugama J, et al：The Reliability
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and Validity of the K Scale for Predicting Pressure
Ulcer Development for the Elderly. Jpn J PU, 3（1）
：
7-13, 2001.（Level IV）
（Japanese, English abstract）

CQ 6. 5：Which risk assessment scale is recommended for pediatric patients?
［ Recommendation ］The Braden Q Scale may be
considered for risk assessment in pediatric patients.
［Rating］C1
1）
［Analysis］A prospective cohort study was conducted with 332 pediatric in-patients with acute

1）

rit（ hemoglobin ）
. A retrospective cohort study of
the efficacy of this scale for pressure ulcer risk
assessment in spinal cord injury patients reported a
high degree of reliability and validity. However, it
should be borne in mind that as no similar study has
been conducted in Japan, results may vary when the
scale is used with Japanese subjects.
References
1）Salzberg CA, Byrne DW, Cayten CG, et al：A new
pressure ulcer risk assessment scale for individuals

diseases（21 days old to 8 years old）to determine the
predictive validity and cut-off value for the Braden Q
Scale. For a cut-off point of 16 or lower, the sensitivity
was 88%, the specificity was 58%, the positive
predictive value was 15%, the negative predictive
value was 98%, and the likelihood ratio was 2.11. This
study supports the efficacy of the Braden Q Scale as
equivalent to that of the Braden Scale used with adult
subjects.
The Braden Q Scale is used by the WOCN Clinical
2）
Practice Guideline as a pediatric risk assessment
scale.
References
1）Curley MAQ, Razmus IS, Roberts KE, et al：Predicting pressure ulcer risk in pediatric patients : The
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：22-33, 2003.
（Level IV）
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with spinal cord injury. Am J Phys Med Rehabil, 75
（2）：96-104, 1996.（Level IV）

CQ 6. 7：Which risk assessment scale is recommended for subjects in a home-care setting?
［ Recommendation ］A pressure ulcer risk assessment scale specifically designed for patients in a home
care setting may be used.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］The Pressure Ulcer Risk Assessment
Scale for the Home Care Setting（home care setting
version of the K Scale ）combines the K Scale with
care capacity assessment. A prospective cohort
1）
study using this scale rated its predictive validity
very highly. However, as this study was conducted in
a medium-sized city, differences in results may be
expected due to variations in family structure and
care capacity. These considerations need to be borne
in mind before using this scale.

Guideline for Prevention and Management of Press-

References

ure Ulcers, 4 , WOCN Society, Mount Laurel, NJ,2010.

1）Murayama S, Kitayama Y, Okuwa M, et al：Develop-

CQ 6. 6：Which risk assessment scale is recommended for spinal cord injury patients?
［Recommendation］The SCIPUS scale may be considered for risk assessment in spinal cord injury
patients.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］The Spinal Cord Injury Pressure Ulcer
Scale（ SCIPUS ）comprises 15 parameters: level of
activity, mobility, complete spinal cord injury, urine
incontinence or constantly moist, autonomic dysreflexia or severe spasticity, age, tobacco use/smoking,
pulmonary disease, cardiac disease or abnormal ECG,
diabetes or hyperglycemia, renal disease, impaired
cognitive function, internment in a nursing home or
hospitalization, albumin or total protein, and hematoc-

ment of a pressure ulcer risk assessment scale for the
home-care setting. Jpn J PU, 9（ 1 ）：28-37, 2007.
（Level IV）
（Japanese, English abstract）

CQ 7 Skin assessment
CQ 7.1：How can the depth of pressure ulcers be
predicted?
［Recommendation］
1. The prediction of d1 pressure ulcer prognosis
may be based on the presence of double erythema
（graduated redness）away from a bony prominence.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
2. Ultrasonography may be used.
［Rating］C1
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［Recommendation］
3. The ABI（ankle brachial index）may be used to

2 ）Aoi N, Yoshimura K, Kadono T, et al：Ultrasound

predict the depth of pressure ulcers in the heel region.
［Rating］C1
1）
［ Analysis ］Sato, et al. have examined the development of non-blanchable erythema characterizing

Possible prediction of pressure ulcer progression.

assessment of deep tissue injury in pressure ulcers:
Plast Reconstr Surg, 124（2）：540-550, 2009.（Level
V）
3）Okuwa M, Sanada H, Sugama J, et al：Relationship

Stage I pressure ulcers（NPUAP）in order to determine the utility of clinical signs for pressure ulcer
prognosis. From their observations, they concluded

between heel pressure ulcer severity and the ankle

that the presence of double erythema（ graduated
redness ）
, non-blanchable erythema confirmed by
glass plate compression, erythema away from a bony

English abstract）

prominence, or expanding erythema predicted the
development of tissue defects penetrating to the
dermis or even to underlying tissue. In particular, the
prognostic value of double erythema and erythema
away from a bony prominence for Stage I pressure
ulcers was extremely high, and helpful in predicting
the deterioration of d1 pressure ulcers.
In their study of 12 cases, Aoi, et al. determined that
the level of deep tissue injury could be predicted on
the basis of an initial macroscopic observation of the
2）
patient and ultrasound findings . The study relied on
four types of images, among which those of the
discontinuous fascia and heterogeneous hypoechoic
areas had greatest diagnostic value. Further, ultrasonography proved useful for predicting tissue loss in
cases where the depth of the pressure ulcer was
otherwise unclear.
Another study of 27 cases of pressure ulcer in the
heel region examined the relationship between ABI
（ Ankle Brachial Index ）findings at the initial examination and the final stage of pressure ulcer
3）
development . The ABI value for d1 and d2 pressure
ulcers in the heel region was 0.87, and 0.48 for wounds
of level D3 or deeper in the heel region. The ROC
analysis yielded an ABI outlier value of 0.6. The ABI
can be used to predict the depth of pressure ulcers in
the heel region.
In conclusion, the accuracy of the prognosis of
pressure ulcer progression can be increased through
close observation of erythema and the use of methods
such as ultrasonography and ABI.
References
1）Sato M, Sanada H, Konya C, et al：Prognosis of stage I
pressure ulcers and related factors. Int Wound J, 3
（4）：355-362, 2006.（Level V）
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CQ 7.2：How can redness/d1 stage pressure ulcer
be identified?
［Recommendation］The transparent disk method
or the finger method may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A controlled study by Vanderwee et al.
examined the reliability and diagnostic accuracy of
the transparent disk methed and the finger method
1）
for identifying Stage I pressure ulcers（ EPUAP ） .
The concordance rate of the two methods was higher
than 90%, and CohenS
s k co-efficient was higher than 0.
6, both indicating a high level of agreement. In terms
of diagnostic accuracy as well, these methods yielded
a very high degree of agreement irrespective of the
attending nursesSlength of experience.
Although at present there are no further highevidence-level reports on the topic, both of the
methods discussed here, namely the transparent disk
method and the finger method, as well as palpation,
can be considered for use in identifying redness/d1
pressure ulcer because of the ease with which they
can be performed in a clinical setting.
References
1）Vanderwee K, Grypdonck M, De Bacquer D, et al：
The reliability of two observation methods of
nonblanchable erythema, Grade 1 pressure ulcer.
Appl Nurs Res, 19（3）
：156-162, 2006.（Level V）

CQ 7. 3：Which methods can be used to identify
deep tissue injury（DTI）
?
［Recommendation］
1. Palpate the area to see whether pain, induration,
edema, or changes in skin temperature（ warm or
cool ）are present in comparison with the adjacent
tissue.
［Rating］C1
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［Recommendation］
2. Consider using ultrasonography.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］According to the NPUAP classification,
a suspected DTI is categorized as a\ purple or
maroon localized area of discolored intact skin or
blood-filled blister due to damage of underlying soft
tissue from pressure and/or shear. The area may be
preceded by tissue that is painful, firm, mushy, boggy,
warmer or cooler as compared to adjacent tissue. S
Although the NPUAP advisory panel states that the
extent of deep soft tissue damage may be difficult to
detect from skin surface appearance, they discuss
changes in skin sensation and assessment by palpa1）
tion as valid clinical findings . The clinical findings
from palpation may provide useful information for
identifying DTI.
Ultrasonography can be used as an objective means
2）
of assessing DTI, according to one case report . The
use of the CT scan, MRI, or ultrasonography, in
addition to macroscopic observation and palpation, is
recommended for an objective assessment of the
condition. Of these various methods, only ultrasonography is mentioned in connection with pressure
ulcer assessment.
References
1）Black J, Baharestani MM, Cuddigan J, et al：National

occurrence of superficial pressure ulcers（ partial
thickness wounds）
. One randomized controlled study
compared the severity of pressure ulcers in incontinent patients following the use of soap or a mildly
1）
acidic cleansing agent . The results of this study
indicated a significant reduction in the occurrence of
Grade I pressure ulcers（pressure ulcers without skin
defect）following the use of the mildly acidic cleans2, 3）
ing agent. Two non-randomized clinical trials and
4）
one historical control study examined the incidence
of pressure ulcers after cleansing only, or after the
application of skin emollients to the anal and genital
areas and to the peripheral skin. In both groups the
incidence of pressure ulcers declined; in one study,
however, no statistically significant difference was
3）
reported . A before-and-after comparison of 136
subjects interned in a long-term care facility found
that the number of cases of skin trouble declined from
68 to 40 subjects, while the rate of occurrence of Stage
I and II pressure ulcers declined from 19.9% to 8.1%
5）
（ p ＜ 0. 01 ） . Some of the skin care products mentioned in the sources cited are unavailable here in
Japan although comparable products can be obtained.
On the basis of the above data, the application of
skin emollients to the anal/ genitalia area to the
peripheral skin after cleansing with an appropriate
cleansing agent is assigned a recommendation rating
of C1.
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CQ 8 Skin care
Preventive Care
CQ 8.1：What kind of skin care is recommended for
patients suffering from urinary and/or fecal incontinence in order to prevent development of pressure
ulcers?
［Recommendation］After cleansing with an appropriate cleansing agent, skin emollients can be applied
to the anal/genital area and to the peripheral skin.
［Rating］C1

3）Clever K, Smith G, Bowser C, et al：Evaluating the
efficacy of a uniquely delivered skin protectant and its
effect on the formation of sacral/buttock pressure
ulcer. Ostomy Wound Manage, 48（12）：60-67, 2002.
（Level III）
4）Dealey C：Pressure sores and incontinence : a study
evaluating the use of topical agents in skin care. J
Wound Care, 4：103-105, 1995.（Level III）
5）Hunter S, Anderson J, Hanson D, et al : Clinical Traial

［ Analysis ］Incontinence is associated with the
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Continence Nurs, 30（5）
：250-258, 2003.（Level III）

CQ 8. 2：What type of preventive skin care is
recommended for use on bony prominences in elderly
patients?
［ Recommendation ］Transparent film dressings
and other dressings with a low-friction external
surface are recommended.
［Rating］B
［ Analysis ］According to one study, transparent

recommended for application to the sacral area in
patients who will undergo surgery in a supine
position; Rating C1. However, it should be noted that
this form of treatment is not covered by Japanese
National Health Insurance.
References
1）Imanishi K, Morita K, Matsuoka M, et al：Prevention
of postoperative pressure ulcer by a polyurethane
film patch. J Dermatol, 33（ 3 ）：236-237, 2006.

film dressings applied to the sacral area resulted in a
significant decrease in the rate of occurrence of
1）
pressure ulcers . Another study using both smooth
surface dressings and transparent film dressings on

CQ 8.4：What kind of skin care is recommended for
non-invasive ventilation patients to prevent pressure

the left and right sides of the greater trochanter found
an absence of pressure ulcer formation in both groups,
and a significantly lower incidence of non-blanchable

ulcer formation at the face mask contact site?
［Recommendation］A transparent film dressing or
a hydrocolloid dressing may be used for this purpose.

erythema in the low-friction external surface dressing
2）
group .

［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］Weng examined the rate of pressure
ulcer occurrence in 90 non-invasive ventilation
1）
patients . The subjects were divided into three
groups, namely the control group and the transparent
film and hydrocolloid dressing groups and the rate of
occurrence of Stage I pressure ulcers among them
was compared. The rate of pressure ulcer occurrence
was 96. 7% in the control group, 53. 3% in the
transparent film dressing group, and 40% in the
hydrocolloid dressing group, showing a significant
difference with the control group（p ＜ 0.01）.
In Japan also, one case report examined the use of
hydrocolloid dressings with patients placed on a noninvasive respirator and found evidence of pressure
2）
ulcer formation in only two of the 30 cases examined .
Pressure ulcers resulting from the use of medical
devices have previously been cited as a matter of
concern. The present guidelines have therefore
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a new pressure ulcer preventive dressing containing
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CQ 8.3：What kind of skin care is recommended for
patients undergoing surgery in a supine position?
［ Recommendation ］A transparent film dressing
can be applied to the sacral area.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］In a randomized controlled trial, Imanishi et al. compared the rate of occurrence of postoperative pressure ulcers in supine patients with and
1）
without transparent film dressings . Of the 103
subjects without the dressings, 22 developed pressure
ulcers, whereas in the 98 subjects with dressings, only
10 developed pressure ulcers, demonstrating a
statistically significant difference between the two
groups（p = 0.049）.However, in view of the fact that

（Level II）

included discussion of this topic as well.
References
1 ）Weng MH：The effect of protective treatment in
reducing pressure ulcers for non-invasive ventilation
patients. Intensive Crit Care Nurs, 24（5）
：295-299,
2008.（Level III）
2）Tanaka M, Sakaki Y：Prevention of pressure ulcer in

the BMI of all of the subjects was within the normal
range, the relevance of these results to patients with
pronounced bony prominences cannot be ascertained.
In summary, the transparent film dressing is
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Care after occurrence
CQ 8.5：How should the skin surrounding a press-

3）Ishikawa S, Togashi H, Tamura S, et al：Influence of

ure ulcer be cleansed in order to promote pressure
ulcer healing?
［Recommendation］Cleansing with a mildly acidic

ceramide on the surrounding skin of pressure ulcers.

cleansing agent may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Skin surrounding a pressure ulcer con-

CQ 8.6：In cases with urinary and/or fecal incontinence, what kind of skin care is recommended to

tains insoluble proteins, lipids and other contaminants,
and therefore requires cleansing in the same manner
1）
as healthy skin . One study comparing the rate of
healing in pressure ulcers before and after a regimen
of cleansing peripheral skin using either a sterile
saline solution or a mildly acidic cleansing agent found
that the latter shortened the healing time of pressure
2）
ulcers at any stage . Further, the rate of healing
among cases of Stage II pressure ulcers cleansed with

new skin cleanser containing synthetic pseudoJpn J PU, 5（3）
：508-514, 2003.

promote pressure ulcer healing?
［Recommendation］Skin emollients can be applied
to the peripheral skin after cleansing with an
appropriate cleansing agent.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Two non-randomized controlled studies
comparing healing time between a control group
whose skin was cleansed using a cleansing agent only
and an experimental group whose skin was covered
with a protective cream after cleansing found that

the mildly acidic cleansing agent was 1.79 times faster
than the sterile saline solution group.
As yet there are no reports as to the specific types
of cleansing agents that promote healing in pressure
ulcers. However, one study comparing the effect of a
mildly acidic cleansing agent and a mildly acidic
ceramide-containing cleansing agent reported a
reduction in the quantity of scales and microbes as
well as an increase in the amount of ceramide after
use of the mildly acidic ceramide-containing cleansing
3）
agent . Accordingly, if maintaining the normal
physiological function of the skin is sufficient to
prevent epithelialization of the skin surrounding the
wound, a mildly acidic cleansing agent containing

healing time shortened and the healing rate improved
1, 2）
significantly in the latter group .
On the basis of these data, in order to promote
pressure ulcer healing, the application of skin
emollients on the peripheral skin is recommended in
cases of fecal and/or urinary incontinence, as with
prevention of pressure ulcers, following cleansing
with an appropriate cleansing agent.

skin-protective agents is the best option. Absent this
option, a mildly acidic cleansing agent is preferred to

2）Dealey C：Pressure sores and incontinence : a study

conventional soap. In summary, a mildly acidic
cleansing agent is the preferred option for cleansing
the skin surrounding a pressure ulcer wound in order
to promote wound healing; Rating C1.
References
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CQ 9 Repositioning
CQ 9. 1：How frequently should the bed bound
patient be repositioned to prevent pressure ulcer?
［Recommendation］Consider repositioning the patient at least every two hours.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］One systematic review dealing with the
frequency of body repositioning demonstrated that
under optimal conditions provided by the use of a
support surface, body repositioning performed every
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four hours was equally effective for preventing
pressure ulcer formation as repositioning every two
1）
hours . Further, the NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines
state that,\ Repositioning frequency will be determined by the individual S
s tissue tolerance, his/her
level of activity and mobility, his/her general medical
condition, the overall treatment objectives, and
2）
assessments of the individualS
s skin conditionS . The
WOCN guidelines recommend to schedule regular
repositioning and turning for bed and chair bound
3）
individuals . Neither guidelines state specific intervals at which the patient S
s body should be reposi-

been published to date dealing with body reposition1, 2）
ing for nursing home residents . The subjects were
divided into the 2-hour and 3-hour repositioning
groups using a standard hospital mattress and a 4hour and 6-hour repositioning group using a support
surface（ visco-elastic foam mattress 15cm in thickness ）, and the rates of pressure ulcer development
1）
among them was assessed . As a result, the 4-hour
repositioning group showed a significantly lower rate
of Grade II pressure ulcer development（p = 0.002）.
Further, a study comparing pressure ulcer formation
rates between a control group（comprised of subjects

tioned; nor are there any studies conducted in Japan
to date which address this question with respect to
patients at high risk of developing pressure ulcers. In

laterally positioned for 2 hours and supinely positioned for 4 hours ）and the experimental group
（comprised of subjects laterally positioned for 4 hours

view of the fact that the present guidelines aim to
address issues relating to pressure ulcer care and
management in a diversity of care settings, such as
home, institution, and hospital, we recommend that
the patient be repositioned at least every two hours.

Guideline for prevention and management of press-

and supinely positioned for 4 hours ）using a viscoelastic mattress 7cm in thickness failed to demonstrate a significant difference in pressure ulcer
2）
development rate among these groups . The subject
enrolled in these studies, however, differ in respect to
their body size, weight, and other factors, from their
counterparts in Japan, and for this reason the
application of the methods outlined in the aforementioned studies to patients in Japan may entail some
risk, and offer no guarantee of yielding similar results.
On the other hand, a case controlled study dealing
with patients in a convalescent hospital assessed the
development of erythema among patients supinely
positioned on a double-layer air-cell mattress
3）
overlay . The patients were repositioned at intervals
of two hours or greater, and their skin was observed
at 2, 4, and 5 hours from commencement of the

ure ulcers. WOCN clinical practice guidelines no. 2

experiment for indications of erythema. As a result, 4

Glenview, IL, 2003.

hours was found to be the upper limit at which
patients could be maintained in one position without
the development of erythema. After 5 hours, 50% of
patients were found to have developed indications of
erythema.
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CQ 9.2：How frequently should bed bound patient
be repositioned when a support surface is being used?
［Recommendation］
1. When a visco-elastic foam mattress is being used,
consider repositioning the patient at least every four
hours.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
2. When a double-layer air-cell mattress overlay is
being used, consider repositioning the patient at least
every four hours.
［Rating］C1

The NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines state that,h Frequency of repositioning will be influenced by variables
concerning the individual and support surface in
4）
usei .
Because both evidence sources involve a specific
group of subjects using a specific type of support
surface, and therefore provide findings with limited
applicability, they are assigned the recommendation
rating of C1.

［Analysis］Two randomized controlled trials have
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wishes of the patient or the physical stature of the
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CQ 9. 3：When repositioning bed bound patients,
what positions should be undertaken to avoid
pressure ulcer formation?
［Recommendation］A 30- and 90-degree angle for
the laterally recumbent position may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A randomized controlled trial involving
elderly patients interned in an acute phase care
hospital compared the rate of pressure ulcer development between the experimental group, comprised of
patients in a 30-degree tilted side-lying position and
two control groups, one comprised of patients in a
supine position plus 90-degree side-lying position, and
the other, comprised of patients in only a supine
position. The study found no significant difference in
the rate of pressure ulcer development among these
groups. However, more than 80% of subjects in the 30degree tilted side-lying position group complained of
discomfort.
The 30-degree tilted side-lying position requires
patients to support their body weight with their

CQ 9.4：How can patients in intensive care be repositioned in order to prevent pressure ulcer formation?
［ Recommendation ］The patient may be repositioned in an electric rolling hospital bed.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Patients in intensive care with unstable
vital signs pose a greater difficulty to the attending
nurse who must periodically reposition the patient. A
1）
historical cohort study conducted at a cardiac
treatment center examined the rate of pressure ulcer
development among cardiac patients during the
period in which they were repositioned manually at 2
hour intervals by nursing staff compared to the period
in which they were repositioned in an electric rolling
hospital bed. The results indicated that the rate of
pressure ulcer development in the period during
which the electric rolling hospital bed was used was
significantly lower（p ＜ 0.001）. Because the electric
rolling hospital bed featured in the study were
equipped with various functions, it is difficult to
establish the efficacy of any single one of these
functions for the prevention of pressure ulcers. In
Japan, due to cost considerations and the difficulty of
technical maintenance, few health care institutions are
equipped with high-tech rolling hospital beds. For the
above reasons, the use of electric rolling hospital bed
is assigned the recommendation rating of C1.
References
1）Gregor S, Kerstin F, Enrico Z, et al：Kinetic therapy
reduces complications and shortens hospital stay in

gluteal muscles. However, due to the decline in
nutritional health as well as muscular atrophy

patients with cardiac shock, a retrospective analysis.

resulting from inactivity, bed bound patients in Japan
tend to show more prominent bony prominences in
the buttock region. For this reason, the body position
of the patient should be chosen in accordance with the

IV）

Eur J Cardiovasc Nurs, 6（ 1 ）：40-45, 2007.（ Level

CQ 9. 5：What positions should be undertaken to
promote healing in patients with pressure ulcers in
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the gluteal region?
［ Recommendation ］Any position besides the 30-

pressure applied to the skin surrounding pressure

degree tilted side-lying position or head-of-bed elevated position may be undertaken.
［Rating］C1

Tissue Viability, 15（1）
：3-8, 2005.（Level III）

［ Analysis ］Two non-randomized self-controlled
studies conducted in Japan have addressed the
question of which body positions are best for patients
1）

with pressure ulcers in the gluteal region. One study
compared the shape of the wounds after a period in
30- and 90-degree side-lying positions and found that a

total of 5 wounds demonstrated a change in shape,
while 4 did not（changes in cross-sectional area of the
wound in the\ changed Sgroup; 72. 3: in the\ nonchangedSgroup; 8.2, p = 0.04）. Similar results were
found with the 30-degree head-of-bed elevated position group. The ratio of change in the cross-sectional

ulcers while patients are nursed in the 30°position. J

CQ 10 Support surfaces
CQ 10.1：Should support surfaces be used to lower
the incidence of pressure ulcers?
［ Recommendation ］Use of support surfaces is
strongly recommended in order to lower the incidence of pressure ulcers.
［Rating］A
［Analysis］There are five systematic reviews and
meta-analyses which compare the use of standard
hospital mattresses with other types of support
1−5）
surface . All of these studies found that support
surfaces are significantly superior to standard hospital

mattresses in preventing pressure ulcers. On the
basis of this evidence, the use of support surfaces has
area of the wounds was statistically significant, at 0.16
been assigned a recommendation rating of A.
for the\changed,Sand 1.36 for the\non-changed,S
2）
6）
Furthermore, the NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines state,
groups（ p = 0. 02 ）. In a separate study measuring
pressure on healthy skin and the thickened tissue of hDo not base the selection of support surfaces solely
the wound periphery in patients in a 30-degree tilted
on the perceived level of risk for pressure ulcer
side-lying position and 30-degree head-of-bed elevated
development or the category/stage of any existing
position demonstrated significantly higher maximal
pressure ulcersiand,hChoose a support surface that
pressure（p = 0.01, p = 0.05）as well as significantly
is compatible with the care settingiunderscoring the
higher average pressure（p = 0.01, p = 0.03）on the
need to consider pressure ulcer risk, patients S
thickened tissue. Both above-mentioned studies expreferences, and care settings when choosing a
amined pressure ulcers among bed bound elderly
support surface.
patients.
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CQ 10.2：Which support surface is recommended
for completely immobile patients?
［Recommendation］
1. Recommend using an alternating-pressure air
mattress overlay/ replacement.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. Consider using a foam mattress replacement.

for prevention of pressure ulcers in elderly individuals?
［Recommendation］
1. Recommend using a double-layer air-cell mattress.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. An alternating-pressure air mattress overlay/
replacement, air-filled mattress overlay, or foam
mattress may also be used.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Six randomized controlled studies pub1−6）

lished outside Japan

［Rating］C1
［Analysis］The NPUAP/EPUAP guidelines endorse the use of alternating pressure air mattresses
overlays/replacement for patients who cannot be
repositioned frequently, adding that this method is
1）
endorsed by the highest evidence rating . Two
randomized controlled studies which examined the
incidence of pressure ulcer development among
completely immobile patients found that, although
foam mattress replacements were more effective than
foam mattress overlay , the incidence of pressure
ulcers was still high at 25%, indicating generally poor
2）
efficacy . Berthe et al. have also reported that no
significant difference was found between standard
hospital mattresses and foam mattress replacements
3）
in the incidence of pressure ulcer development . On
the basis of these data, the use of foam mattress
replacements earns a recommendation rating of C1.
References
1）National Pressure Ulcer and Advisory Panel and European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel：Prevention
and treatment of pressure ulcers, clinical practice
guideline. National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel,
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, and one randomized control7）
led study published in Japan , have examined the
relationship between various types of support surfaces and the incidence of pressure ulcer development
among elderly patients.
The studies published outside Japan examined the
efficacy of alternating-pressure large-cell ripple
1, 2）
3）
mattresses , air-filled mattress overlays , visco4, 6）
elastic foam mattresses , and convoluted foam
5）
mattresses and found that alternating-pressure
large-cell ripple mattresses and visco-elastic foam
mattresses showed no difference in their efficacy in
preventing pressure ulcers, citing differences in
support surface types and the condition of the
individual patients as the reason. A comparison of airfilled mattress overlay and other control mattresses
showed no significant difference in efficacy. On the
other hand, convoluted foam mattresses showed
significantly higher efficacy than other control mattresses in preventing pressure ulcers. Nonetheless,
the pressure ulcer development incidence was 26.6%,
indicating that convoluted foam mattresses were
generally ineffective at prevention and could not be
recommended for use; recommendation rating C1. In a
randomized controlled trial involving Japanese subjects, double-layer air-cell mattress, single-layer air-

Acta Chir Belg, 107（2）
：155-161, 2007.（Level II）

cell mattress overlay, and standard hospital mattress
were associated with a pressure ulcer development
incidence of 3.4%, 19.2%, and 37.0%, respectively, with
double-layer air-cell mattress showing a significantly
7）
lower incidence than the others（ p ＜ 0. 01 ） . The
same study found that the double-layer air-cell
mattress was similarly effective in a 45-degree headof-bed elevated position. On the basis of these results,

CQ 10.3：Which support surface is recommended

the use of the double-layered air-cell mattress has
been assigned a recommendation rating of B.

2）Vyhidal SK, Moxness D, Bosak KS, et al：Mattress
replacement or foam overlay? A prospective study on
the incidence of pressure ulcers. Appl Nurs Res, 10
（3）：111-120, 1997.（Level II）
3）Berthe JV, Bustillo A, Melot C, et al：Does a foamyblock mattress system prevent pressure sores? A
prospective randomized clinical trial in 1729 patients.
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For elderly patients, the risk of pressure ulcers,
especially in areas with bony prominences, and the
particular care setting should also be considered when
choosing the most appropriate support surfaces.
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CQ 10. 4：Which support surfaces are recommended for prevention of pressure ulcers in intensive
care patients?
［Recommendation］
1. Recommend using a low air pressure mattress.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］

examining the incidence of pressure ulcer among
6−9）
patients admitted to the ICU or CCU .
The studies conducted outside Japan examined the
efficacy of low air-loss beds, alternating-pressure air
mattress overlays, air-filled mattress overlays, water
mattresses, and air-filled mattress replacement in
pressure ulcer prevention. The efficacy of low air-loss
1, 2）
while air-filled
beds varied according to study
mattress overlays and water mattresses showed no
significant difference when compared with other
4）
control mattresses . Although the air-filled mattress
replacements were associated with a significantly
lower incidence of pressure ulcer development than
5）
the controls , these results could not be corroborated
6）
by any studies done in Japan . On the basis of the
evidence presented above, the recommendation
rating of C1 has been assigned to the items discussed
here. A number of controlled trials examining the
incidence of pressure ulcers among Japanese subjects
endorsed the use of alternating-pressure air mattress
overlays as an effective means of lowering the
7−9）
incidence of pressure ulcers . Subsequently, a
clinical controlled trial compared the efficacy of
alternating-pressure air mattress overlays, foam
mattress overlays/ replacements and control mattresses found that low air pressure mattresses were
associated with a significantly lower rate of pressure
ulcer development（6%）than the control mattresses
7）
（ 28%; p ＜ 0. 05 ） . On the basis of the evidence
presented above, these items have been assigned the
recommendation rating of B.
Owing to advances in medical treatments, the
severity of the condition of patients admitted into the
ICU and CCU has been increasing yearly along with
the risk of pressure ulcer development. Accordingly,
differences in care settings should be among the
issues considered when selecting an appropriate
support surface.
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CQ 10.5：Which tools, including support surfaces,
are effective in preventing the development of
pressure ulcers during perioperative periods?
［Recommendation］
1. Support surfaces on the operating table are
recommended for patients at risk of developing
pressure ulcers.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. In addition to using support surfaces, viscoelastic pads or gel applied to the heel area, cubital
region, and other areas with bony prominences is
recommended during operations.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
3. During and after operations, an alternatingpressure air mattress overlays/replacement may be

2）

meta-analysis and six randomized controlled
3−8）
which compare pressure ulcer development
trials
incidence among perioperative patients.
The systematic reviews reported that the use of
support surfaces on the operating table had a positive
effect on lowering the incidence of pressure ulcers,
but failed to mention which support surfaces were
most effective in achieving this result.
The studies published outside Japan were chiefly
concerned with assessing the efficacy of gel or viscoelastic pad, alternating-pressure air mattress overlays/ replacement, bead bed system, and thermoactive viscoelastic foam overlay. The gel or visco-elastic
pad were associated with a significantly lower
incidence of pressure ulcer development than the
3, 4）
control mattresses . The results of using the
alternating-pressure air mattress overlays/ replacement during surgery, however, varied according to
study and no clear conclusion could be reached
regarding its efficacy in preventing pressure
5, 6）
ulcers . Although a significantly lower incidence of
pressure ulcer occurrence（ 15. 6% ）was associated
with the use of the bead bed system than with the
controls, the bead bed system cannot be considered as
an effect means of reducing pressure ulcer development due to the high rate of pressure ulcer
7）
occurrence . Fechtinger et al. have reported that
there was no significant difference in efficacy between
thermoactive viscoelastic foam overlay and the
8）
control group . No randomized controlled studies
examining these support surfaces have been conducted in Japan. On the basis of these data, the use of
gel or visco-elastic pad has been given a recommendation rating of B, while the other types of support
surface have been assigned a rating of C1.
The use of this evidence in Japan should be
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preceded by a careful consideration of the surgical
procedure involved, the surgical environment, and
risk to the patient. The surgical procedures discussed
in the above-mentioned studies involved maintaining
the lithotomy position or supine position for three
continuous hours in general, vascular, gynecological,
cardiac, or femoral surgical procedures for treating
femoral neck fractures.
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facilitate care for convalescent patients in a homecare setting?
［Recommendation］An automatic turning air mattress may be used.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］In one self-controlled trial by Melland et
al., patients in a home-care setting and a long-term
care facility reported no difference in comfort levels
when using an automatic turning air mattress than
when using conventional bedding. The same subjects
also reported experiencing very good quality of sleep
（ p = 0. 024 ）. Furthermore, one in 17 subjects developed pressure ulcers in the four-week period
during which the automatic turning air mattress was
used. A self-controlled trial conducted in Japan
reported that the caregiver S
s burden was lessened
and no pressure ulcers reported during a two-week
2）
period in which this mattress was used .
The automatic turning air mattress may be used in
order to facilitate the activity of caregivers in a home
care setting and to improve the patientS
s quality of
sleep, but the basic purpose of this device is to assist
the work of the caregiver. The caregiver still needs to
ensure that the patient S
s body is repositioned on a
regular basis.

（Level II）
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CQ 10. 6：Which support surfaces can be used to

CQ 10.7：Which support surfaces provide the greatest comfort both while awake and sleeping?
［Recommendation］
1. Using an alternating-pressure air mattress
replacement is recommended.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. For terminally ill patients, an alternatingpressure air mattress with automatic adjustment to
the patient's weight and position may be considered.
［Rating］C1
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1）

［Analysis］One systematic review and two rando2, 3）
conducted outside Japan
mized controlled trials
have examined the quality of sleep and comfort levels
experienced by patients who were used an
alternating-pressure air mattress replacement. The
systematic review found that the comfort levels
reported by the patients were significantly higher for
the alternating-pressure air mattress overlays/replacement than for the control group. Furthermore, the
two- and four-cell types were considered more
1）
comfortable . In addition, 18. 9% of patients complained about the alternating-pressure air mattress
replacement while 23. 3% complained about the
alternating-pressure air mattress overlay, indicating a
significantly lower number of complaints for the
2）
former（p ＜ 0.05） . Grindley et al. surveyed terminal patients about their preferences and found that 62.
5% preferred the alternating-pressure air mattress
with automatic adjustment to the patientS
s weight and
position, 12.5% preferred the alternating-pressure air
mattress overlay, and 25.0% preferred the standard
3）
mattress（p ＜ 0.05） .
When choosing a mattress, consider the patientsS
preferences as well as pressure ulcer development
risk and pressure ulcer stage.

passage of time. One of the causes of the degradation
of quality is fatigue. Fatigue is seen when distortions
in the contours of the mattress remain even after the
weight or source of pressure has been removed. Two
analytical epidemiological studies have examined the
1, 2）
problem of fatigue in urethane foam mattresses .
These studies found that 66 urethane foam mattresses 5〜10 years after their purchase had compressed
an average of 10.7 ± 6.0 mm（range 0-30 mm）from
fatigue. Use of urethane foam mattresses which had
compressed an average of 11mm as a result of fatigue
significantly increased interface pressure values
1）
compared with new mattresses（p ＜ 0.05） . Further, the study examined the degree of fatigue
according to contact points on the body including the
buttocks, knees, shoulder joints, head, and heel, found
that fatigue was most visible in the area of the
mattress in direct contact with the buttocks（ p ＜
2）
0.05） .
On the basis of these data, urethane mattresses
should be checked periodically for signs of fatigue,
especially in the areas that come into frequent or
prolonged contact with the buttocks.
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CQ 10. 9：Which support surfaces are recommen-

prevention of pressure ulcers：PRESSURE（ press-

ded for promoting healing in d1, d2, and D3〜D5
pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］
1. Use of an air-fluidized bed or low-air-loss bed is
strongly recommended to promote healing in D3〜D5

ure relieving support surfaces ）trial. BMJ, 332
（7555）
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CQ 10.8：What precautions should be taken when
using foam mattresses?
［ Recommendation ］Monitor the deterioration of
the foam due to fatigue.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］Foam mattresses will degrade with the

pressure ulcers or pressure ulcers in multiple sites.
［Rating］A
［Recommendation］
2. Use of an alternating-pressure air mattress with
automatic adjustment for the patient S
s position and
weight, an alternating-pressure large-cell ripple mattress, a double-layer air-cell mattress, or a low air
pressure mattress may be considered to promote
healing in d2 or deeper pressure ulcers.
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air-fluidized beds and low-air-loss beds is strongly
recommended for patients diagnosed with stage III or

［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
3. Use of an air-filled mattress overlay may be
considered to promote healing in d1/2 pressure ulcers.
［Rating］C1

IV, or D3〜D5 pressure ulcers or with pressure ulcers
in multiple sites. However, in Japan the use of airfluidized beds, low-air-loss beds and other equipment

［Recommendation］
4. Use of an alternating-pressure air mattress with
automatic adjustment to the patient S
s weight and

of this nature is limited by cost and difficulty of
maintenance to very few health care institutions.
Furthermore, as with prevention measures, the choice

position may be considered after flap reconstruction
for pressure ulcers.
［Rating］C1
1）
2）
［Analysis］The NPUAP/EPUAP , WOCN , and
3）
the Wound Healing Society guidelines recommend
the use of special beds. The basis for their recom-

of support surface involves not only the condition of
the patient S
s pressure ulcers but also a variety of
other factors, each of which requires due considera-

mendation is found in five randomized controlled
4−6, 8, 9）
which found that the use of low-air-loss
trials
beds and air-fluidized beds was more effective for

1）National Pressure Ulcer and Advisory Panel and Eu-

wound healing and contraction rates. The efficacy of
alternating-pressure air mattress with automatic
adjustment to the patient S
s position and weight
function replacement was examined in a randomized
controlled trial involving patients who had received
flap surgery for pressure ulcers involing fascia,
7）
muscle and bone as well as in a randomized
controlled trial involving stage II〜IV pressure ulcer
11）
patients . Neither study found a significant difference in effect between the bed type in question and
the controls. Bliss examined the efficacy of
alternating-pressure large cell ripple mattresses in a
randomized controlled trial involving stage II〜IV
pressure ulcers and found that they were significantly

guideline, National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel,

more effective than the controls in promoting
10）
healing . On the other hand, Lazzara and Bushmann
conducted a randomized controlled trial involving
state I and II pressure ulcer patients to examine the
efficacy of air-filled mattress overlays in promoting

tion.
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CQ 11 Patient education
CQ 11. 1：How can patients and their family or
caregivers be educated to prevent the development
or recurrence of pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］
1. Education/training in repositioning and using
support surfaces can be carried out .
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
2. Periodic telephone consultations with a health
care professional and/or remote assessment of the
patientS
s skin condition using electronic visual media
may be done.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
3. Education by an e-learning system led by the
health care professional may be given.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
4. Education/training in any or all of the following
may be given: the etiology of ulcers, risk factors,
staging, principles of wound healing, nutritional
support, program of skincare and skin inspection, and
management of incontinence.
［Rating］C1

health care professionals, one randomized controlled
trial has reported that knowledge of pressure ulcer
prevention among the consultation group was higher
than among the control group as a result of monthly
telephone contact after discharge in addition to
enhanced education given to the participants prior to
4）
discharge from hospital . However, the content of the
instruction was not specified nor was the statistical
significance documented. A non-randomized control5）
led trial comparing the efficacy of periodic intervention using video images as an educational tool, periodic
telephone intervention, and telephone counseling as
freely chosen by the patient, found that reports of
pressure ulcers were highest among the video group
although the differences among the groups were not
statistically significant. The larger number of reports
among the video group is thought be due to the higher
rate of detection resulting from the increased
opportunities for visual contact with health care
professionals. Further, the fact that pressure ulcers
detected among the video group were generally less
advanced suggests that this mode of education/consultation was effective for early detection as well.
However, the remote video and telephone consultations featured in these two foreign studies are not
covered by the National Health Insurance in Japan.
On the other hand, the viability of these methods is
being considered within the context of home nursing
care in Japan.
According to one cohort study, e-learning implemented as a form of visual educational method
succeeded in raising awareness about pressure ulcers
among the participants, as demonstrated by test
6）
results . Although such methods do not directly
affect the rates of occurrence or healing of pressure
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ulcers among the participants, they have proved
effective as educational tools.
7）
The WOCN Clinical Practice Guidelines has a
section on education on the topics including the
etiology of ulcers, risk factors, staging, principles of
wound healing, nutritional support, program of
skincare and skin inspection, and management of
incontinence; however, these are based on expert
opinion.
In summary, education of the patient/family/caregiver, while succeeding in raising knowledge of
pressure ulcers, failed directly to affect the rates of
occurrence or recurrence of pressure ulcers.
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CQ 11. 2：How should patients/family/caregivers
be educated/trained in the care of existing pressure
ulcers?
［Recommendation］Consider informing patient/family/caregiver how to contact an appropriate medical
center for help in the event the pressure ulcers
worsen.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A search of the currently existing sources
under\ education Sfailed to produce any reports
based on clinical trials. The WOCN Practice Guideline
recommends contacting a health care professional in
the event of any complications, but this, too, is based
on expert opinion.
At present, there are no clinical trials endorsing the
methods described above. For this reason, educational
and/or training methods endorsed only by expert
opinion can be considered.
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CQ 12 Outcome management
CQ 12.1：Which measures should be undertaken in
a hospital care setting to prevent pressure ulcers?
［Recommendation］
1. Choice of support surface based on the Braden
Scale is strongly recommended.
［Rating］A
［Recommendation］
2. Choice of support surface based on the OH Scale
may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
3. Deployment of a multidisciplinary wound care
team may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
4. Assignment of wound ostomy and continence
nurse may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
5. Introduction of reimbursement system for
pressure ulcer high risk patient care may be
considered.
［Rating］C1
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［Recommendation］
6. Implementation of comprehensive programs and

preventing pressure ulcers.
An historical controlled study conducted by Sobue
et al. examined the prevalence of pressure ulcers in
hospital before and after group training by a wound

protocols may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］

4）

1）

［ Analysis ］Comfort S
s meta-analysis of nine studies found after a search using the key words,
\ Braden Sand\ support surface, Sexamines the
choice of support surfaces based on risk assessment
conducted with the Braden Scale at acute treatment
facilities and university hospitals. Comfort S
s study
found that the odds ratio of pressure ulcer development in the group using support surfaces chosen on
the basis of risk assessment using the Braden Scale
was 0.335（95% CI = 0.220〜0.508）. This report demonstrates a high level of efficacy in using Braden
Scale risk assessment as a basis for choosing a support
surface for pressure ulcer prevention, and is therefore
strongly recommended.
An historical controlled study by Takagi et al.
evaluated the criteria for selecting support surfaces
based on the OH scale, using as the experimental
group, 445 patients, and as the control group, 354
patients, hospitalized in a general hospital with 198
2）
beds . The results of the study indicated that the rate
of pressure ulcer development in the experimental
group was significantly lower（ p ＜ 0. 05 ）, thus demonstrating the utility of the algorithm based on the
OH Scale for choosing appropriate support surfaces
for pressure ulcer prevention.
A longitudinal study by Granick et al. examined the
efficacy of prophylactic treatment administered to 690
patients at an university hospital by an interdisciplin3）
ary wound care team . The results of the study

ostomy and continence nurse . The results of the
study indicated that the rate of pressure ulcer
development was significantly lower（ p ＜ 0. 05 ）
three years after, compared to six months before,
commencement of training. These data suggest that
employing a wound ostomy and continence nurse may
have a significantly positive effect on the prevention
of pressure ulcers.
One prospective cohort study involving 190 wound
ostomy and continence nurses（ 111 nurses who
introduced the afore-mentioned reimbursement system（see item 5 above）
, and 79 who did not）found
that the estimated incidence of pressure ulcer
development in reimbursement system-introduced
hospital was significantly lower than that in non5）
introduced hospitals（ p = 0. 008 ） . These results
indicate that the reimbursement system can produce
a significant decrease in the incidence of pressure
ulcer development.
A meta-analysis examining the effect of utilizing
clinical paths on the formation of pressure ulcers in
6）
post-operative femoral neck fracture patients found
the odds ratio for pressure ulcer development to be
0.48（95% CI = 0.30〜0.75）in 2935 subjects across
six comparative studies. An historical controlled
study by de Laat et al. involving 399 adult patients in
an intensive care unit of an university hospital（ 28

demonstrated that the prevalence of pressure ulcers
declined steadily from the first, through the second
and third years of intervention（p ＜ 0.05）. A comparison of the number of new cases of pressure ulcers
in the first and third years shows a significant decline

beds ）examined the efficacy of a care regimen for
prevention of pressure ulcer based on the Dutch
7）
AHCPR/EPUAP guidelines . The three-month mark
was established as a baseline, and changes in patientsS
condition were monitored from months 3 to 6 and
months 12 to15 after implementation of the protocol.
The results indicated a significant reduction in the
rate of pressure ulcer development（ p = 0. 04 ）
. In

（p ＜ 0.005）. In addition, several cohort studies have
reported a decrease in the number of both existing

addition, there are a number of cohort studies which
have examined the efficacy of comprehensive press-

pressure ulcer cases and new cases following intervention by a multidisciplinary wound care team
consisting of physicians, nurses, dietitians, occupational therapists, pharmacologists, registered dieticians,

ure ulcer prevention regimens. As can be seen,
measures utilizing clinical paths, guidelines, and
comprehensive programs have proved to be effective
in preventing pressure ulcer development. However,

and administrative staff at general and acute phase
treatment facilities. These data demonstrate the

as the source of evidence is based only on the metaanalysis of clinical paths in post-operative femoral

efficacy of multidisciplinary wound care team in

neck fracture patients and on some cohort studies, the
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methods reviewed here have been assigned a
recommendation rating of C1.
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CQ 12. 2：Which measures are recommended for
pressure ulcer prevention in long-term care facilities?
［Recommendation］
1. Implementation of comprehensive programs and
protocols may be considered.
［Rating］C1
2. Use of an algorithm incorporating the Braden
Scale to implement preventive care may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］The efficacy of pressure ulcer prediction based on the Braden Scale, prevention programs,
skin care regimens, nutritional supplementation, skin

promote healing of pressure ulcers in a hospital care
setting?
［Recommendation］
1. Deployment of a multidisciplinary wound care
team may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
2. Introduction of reimbursement system for
pressure ulcer high risk patient care may be
considered.
［Rating］C1
［Recommendation］
3. Assignment of wound ostomy and continence
nurse may be recommended.
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［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］A longitudinal study conducted by
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the former, the deployment of wound ostomy and
continence nurse as one of the conditions stipulated in
the introduction of reimbursement system for high
risk patient care can be seen as a major contributing
factor in the success of these services. Taken as a
whole, these data suggest that the care administered
by wound ostomy and continence nurse has a positive
impact on the healing of pressure ulcers.
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CQ 12. 4：Which measures are recommended to
promote healing of pressure ulcers in a long-term care
facility?
［Recommendation］
1. Deployment of a multidisciplinary wound care
team is recommended.
［Rating］B
［Recommendation］
2. Implementation of comprehensive programs and
protocols may be considered.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A randomized controlled trial involving
44 nursing homes（ intervention group, 21; control
group, 23）assessed the efficacy of a multifunctional
wound care team in promoting pressure ulcer healing
and found that the intervention group showed a
higher healing rate than the control group（P = 0.07）
1）
with a hazard ratio of 1.73（P = 0.003） . This data
indicate that the deployment of a multifunctional
wound care team at a long-term care facility is likely
to have a positive impact on the healing rates of
pressure ulcer. However, it should be noted that only
80% of the enrolled patients suffered from pressure
ulcers, while 20% had leg ulcers.
A historical controlled study compared healing time
of pressure ulcers among patients at a long-term care
facility（ 77 beds ）who were either administered a
care protocol based on guidelines or treated according
2）
to conventional methods . The subjects were divided
into three groups based on three time frames: before
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intervention, immediately after intervention, and
three years after intervention. Using healing of

pain in home care pressure ulcer patients（ p = 0.
2）
042） . Further, a descriptive and transversal study

pressure ulcer in each group as the end-point, the
survival curve was assessed by the Log rank test. The
results of this assessment found a significant differ-

conducted by Blanes et al. reported that among out-

ence between each of the three groups in terms of the
duration required for pressure ulcer healing（ Log
rank = 9. 49, P ＜. 01 ）. These data suggest that the
adoption of comprehensive programs such as
guideline-based protocols at long-term care facilities
has a positive effect on promoting healing of pressure
ulcers.
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CQ 13 QOL/ Pain
CQ 13. 1：How can the quality of life（ QOL ）of
pressure ulcer patients be assessed?
［Recommendation］The QOL of the patients may
be assessed along physiological, psychological, and
social parameters.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］A longitudinal multivariate analysis
was conducted on the basis of reports filed every six
months by nursing home residents in which the
participants reported the relationship between
changes in their QOL and the prevalence of their
pressure ulcers. The results of the study indicated an

patients with traumatic spinal cord injuries, the
average mental health scores for those patients
suffering from pressure ulcers were significantly
lower in comparison with those of who did not suffer
3）
from pressure ulcers（p = 0.001） . Clearly, the fact
that the QOL of patients is influenced significantly by
the presence of pressure ulcers, makes a careful
assessment of patientsSQOL imperative.
According to ten quantitative studies and 21
qualitative studies selected through systematic review, there are 11 factors which are thought to
influence the health-related QOL of pressure ulcer
4）
patients . These are: physical impact and limitation,
impact of pressure ulcer symptoms, need versus
impact of interventions, impact on general health and
consequences, psychological impact, perceived etiology（ anger felt by patients who associated their
development of pressure ulcers with perceived
inadequacies in health care ）
, need for knowledge,
social impact, healthcare provider-patient relationships, impact on others, and financial impact. It should
be noted that although this article is a systematic
review, its scope is restricted to a compilation of
quantitative and qualitative studies. For this reason,
the study has been assigned the recommendation
rating of C1.
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CQ 13.2：For which stage of pressure ulcer is pain
assessment recommended?
［ Recommendation ］Pain may be assessed at any
stage of pressure ulcer.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］A cross-sectional study of 32 patients
recruited from acute care settings, extended care
settings, and home care settings with stage II, III, and

of the patients reported continuous pain. These data
indicate the need to assess pain levels in pressure
ulcer patients not only when treatment is administered but also when the patients are at rest.
References
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IV pressure ulcers found that 75% reported mild pain,
1）
while 18% reported excruciating pain . Another
cross-sectional study based on an interview of 44
patients in an acute care setting reported a correlation
between the VAS（visual analog scale）and stage of
pressure ulcer（r = 0.37, P ＜ 0.01）, with a positive
correlation between the depth of the wound and the
2）
intensity of pain . However, pain has reportedly
1）
accompanied even relatively shallow wounds .Accordingly, pain assessment is necessary at every stage of
pressure ulcer for the accurate assessment of
patientsSQOL.
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CQ 13. 3：When should pain assessment be conducted?
［Recommendation］Pain assessment may be conducted at any time（ regardless of whether topical
intervention is being administered）.
［Rating］C1
［ Analysis ］According to a cross-sectional study
conducted on 32 patients with stage II, III, or IV
pressure ulcers interned at acute care, extended care,
and home care settings using the MPQ（McGill pain
questionnaire ）
, 87. 5% reported feeling pain when

Ostomy Continence Nurs, 26（ 3 ）
：115-120, 1999.
（Level V）

CQ 13.4：Which tools can be used to assess pressureulcer-related pain?
［Recommendation］Pain may be assessed using a
validated scale.
［Rating］C1
［Analysis］A cross-sectional study based on interviews of 44 patients with Stage I~IV pressure ulcers
interned in an acute care facility found that the degree
of pain reported by the patients in the interviews
correlated with the VAS（visual analog scale; r = 0.59,
P ＜ 0.1）as well as with the FRS（faces pain rating
1）
Ssle; r = 0.53, P ＜ 0.1） .
Another cross-sectional study of 47 patients with
Stage II~IV pressure ulcers found that 94. 6% of
patients who reported pressure-ulcer-related pain
showed a correlation between their FRS and MPQ
（McGill pain questionnaire）scores（r = 0.90, P ＜ 0.
2）
001） . These data indicate that the VAS, FRS, and
MPQ subjective rating systems are able accurately to
measure the degree of pain felt by pressure ulcer
patients and are therefore appropriate tools for the
assessment of pressure-ulcer-related pain.
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